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ABSTRACT  

 
 
 
The Texas Posten, Austin’s weekly Swedish-language newspaper, was in its 18th 

year when world war erupted in Europe. Like many Americans around the country, Texas 

Swedes heeded President Wilson’s words of neutrality and later his encouragement of the 

Allied cause. 

When the United States entered the war in April 1917, the federal government 

kept a watchful eye on foreign-language publications. Censorship legislation was passed, 

including the Espionage and Trading-with-the-Enemy acts, and the Committee on Public 

Information was established to blanket America – and the world – with patriotic 

propaganda. 

This study examined nine years (468 issues) of the Texas Posten to determine 

how the paper responded to the First World War – particularly the propaganda movement 

and censorship regulations enacted by the federal government.  The importance of the 

study rested in the fact that the Posten was one of the few foreign-language newspapers 

to successfully comply with the wishes of the federal government and thrive during an 

era when the majority of similar publications met their deaths.   The geographic location, 

religious views, political opinions and integration into the established community of 

Texas Swedes allowed them to consider World War I more patriotically than Swedes in 

many other areas of the country.  
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
The Knape brothers grew up on a farm not far from Göteborg, in the parish of Onsala, 

located on the seashore of the Halland peninsula on Sweden’s west coast.  The ten sons 

of Lars Knape helped provide for their large family by farming in the summers and 

working as shipmen during the colder months.  Agriculture and shipping were difficult 

and not always profitable in the windy, rocky landscape.  Vibrant tales of the fertile 

American west had made their way across the Atlantic, and by 1890, all but one of Lars’ 

brood immigrated to central Texas, making the long journey via Galveston or New York. 

Six of the brothers settled into the cattle ranching business, but Hjalmar, Mauritz and 

Otto Knape set up shop in a modest brick building at 105 East 10th Street in Austin, 

where they began producing the Texas Posten, a Swedish-language newspaper, in 1896.1  

The popular regional weekly paper would stay alive until Jan. 14, 1982, outlasting its 

creators to become one of the longest surviving foreign-language papers in the United 

States.  

Significance 

Despite the Texas Posten’s popularity among Texas Swedes, the paper’s 86-year 

life span was tested on more than one occasion.  Nearly two decades after the paper’s 

creation, the First World War challenged the paper’s editorial staff to think carefully 

                                                        
1 Mauritz (Maurice) Julius Knape (Jan. 30, 1869 to Aug. 8, 1962) emigrated from Goteborg to New York City on April 
21, 1887.  He lived in Austin and later in Harris County, Texas (1930).  He married sometime before 1905 and had at 
least four children.  Otto Knape (Jan. 8, 1872 to March 13, 1961) emigrated from Goteborg to Round Rock, Texas on 
April 19, 1890. He was married before 1909 to Hulda Olivia Swenson and had at least two children. Hjalmar Theodore 
Knape (May 10, 1877 to May 24, 1957) emigrated from Goteborg to New York on Sept. 25, 1896.  He married on Sept. 
20, 1904 to Hulda Wilhelmina Otelia Carsdotter; they had two sons.   
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about its views on foreign policy and the coverage of global conflicts. The United States 

government kept a watchful eye on foreign-language publications by passing censorship 

legislation such as the Espionage and Trading-with-the-Enemy acts. The Committee on 

Public Information was established to blanket America – and the world – with patriotic 

propaganda. The CPI created a special Scandinavian Bureau to target Swedish-language 

newspapers and fill them with articles and notices that encouraged the Allied cause. 

This study examined nine years (468 issues) of the Texas Posten to determine 

how the paper responded to the First World War – particularly the propaganda movement 

and censorship regulations enacted by the federal government.  The importance of the 

study rested in the fact that the Posten was one of the few foreign-language newspapers 

to successfully comply with the wishes of the federal government and thrive during an 

era when the majority of similar publications met their deaths.   The geographic location, 

religious views, political opinions and integration into the established community of 

Texas Swedes allowed them to consider World War I more patriotically than Swedes in 

many other areas of the country.  
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 
 

Previous Research 

Although many scholars have investigated the Swedish-language press in 

America, their research focuses on prominent newspapers in large Swedish settlements, 

primarily in the northern Midwest. No research has been conducted specifically on the 

content or evolution of the Texas Posten, which enjoyed a circulation of only 4,500 in 

1915. The paper is mentioned briefly in Larry Scott’s The Swedish Texans, but the author 

does little more than introduce the Knapes and mention that the paper was “the 

newspaper of virtually all Swedes in Texas.”2 

Because the Texas Posten has not been a subject of intense research, a 

comprehensive literature review can only examine material relating to the paper. Areas 

taken into consideration include the Swedish immigrant experience and settlement in 

Texas and the potential role of the Swedish-language press in that area. 

Swedish immigration 

More than half a million Swedes – nearly one quarter of Sweden’s population – 

immigrated to the United States in the second half of the 19th century. By 1910 that 

number had reached 1.37 million.  Swedes poured into New York, Boston, Baltimore, 

and even Galveston by the thousands; from costal cities they made their way inland by 

foot, wagon, railroad and riverboat.3 “The story of this great emigration is the story of 

                                                        
2 Larry E. Scott, The Swedish Texans (San Antonio: University of Texas Institute of Texan Cultures at San Antonio, 
1990), 151. 
3 Appendix, 95. 
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how more than one million Swedes, many of whom rarely had ventured outside their 

native districts, broke with tradition and crossed the Atlantic to settle in a strange and 

unfamiliar part of the world,” explains Lars Ljungmark, author of Swedish Exodus.4 

Reasons for making the long journey across the Atlantic were as numerous as the 

immigrants themselves. Sweden in the mid-19th century benefited from the availability of 

the smallpox vaccine, plentiful potato harvests, and a long period of peace. However, 

elements that might normally cause a nation to thrive resulted in severe overpopulation.5  

Land, jobs, and food became scarce. This was compounded by strict Swedish inheritance 

laws that favored the oldest male child, leaving the others without homes and unable to 

find work in the competitive job market.  Thus began the first wave of immigration. 

A brief famine in the late 1860s spurred another surge of immigration. Nightmares 

about crop failures due to overused Swedish soil were washed away by stories of fertile 

ground in the great American West. The United States was emerging from the Civil War, 

its economy churning out new jobs. Tales of American prosperity tempted many a 

starving Swede across the Atlantic. Nearly 100,000 Swedes made the journey from 1868 

to 1873.  

A third wave of immigrants left Scandinavia in the 1880s.  Most of these travelers 

were farming families whose agricultural produce could not compete in markets with 

goods from America and Ukraine. Sweden’s industrial sector also caught the 

immigration-bug, and left for the New World after growing tired of waiting for higher 

                                                        
4 Lars Ljungmark and Swedish Pioneer Historical Society, Swedish Exodus (Carbondale: Published for Swedish 
Pioneer Historical Society by Southern Illinois University Press, 1979), 3. 
5 Stephan Thernstrom, Harvard Encyclopedia of American Ethnic Groups (Cambridge: Belknap Press of Harvard 
University, 1980), 972. Sweden’s population doubled from 1750 to 1850, reaching 3.5 million people.  The population 
was 5.1 million by 1900. 
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wages and better living conditions.  Some even had lost their jobs due to an economic 

depression in Great Britain and new taxes in Germany. 

Although overpopulation, famine, and hard economic times were the primary causes 

for immigration, religious repression, lack of political voice, and avoidance of military 

service were often also motives for leaving.6 

Swedish settlement 

Swedes tended to establish communities together in certain rural areas and urban 

centers once arriving in America. They scattered across the country, many of them 

finding homes in places where they could put previously learned skills to work.  

Fishermen, for example, ventured to the Seattle area, and miners to Pennsylvania. 

Farmers traditionally migrated to the MidWest, many targeted Minnesota as their 

final destination because of its similar climate to Scandinavia. Newspapers advertised 

good land in the prairie states, thereby playing a critical role in attracting Swedes further 

south. The Homestead Act of 1862 offered 160 acres of free land west of the Mississippi, 

so long as the settler was or intended to become an American citizen. Farmers were 

entitled to full ownership of the property if they worked and lived on the land for five 

years.  Swedes were “at first very skeptical of open farming and assumed that if there 

were no trees in sight there was something wrong with the soil,” but they soon realized 

that American land was richer and more productive than they had been accustomed to in 

Sweden.7 By 1880 the Midwest contained 77 percent of all Swedes.8 By 1920 Swedes 

                                                        
6 Ibid, 973.  Before 1858 public worship was not allowed outside the (Lutheran) Church of Sweden; some Swedes were 
frustrated about restrictive suffrage policies; many young men wanted to escape an eight-month required military 
service.  
7 Ljungmark, Swedish Exodus, 53. 
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and their descendants owned more farmland in America than all the available farmland in 

Sweden.   

While Texas and the Midwest quenched the thirst of prosperity for farmers, 

America’s cities were being populated by Sweden’s industrial workers. By 1890 a third 

of all Swedish Americans lived in cities, Chicago being the most popular.  The Windy 

City contained 10 percent of all Swedes in America between 1890 and 1930, making it 

the second-largest Swedish city in the world at that time.9 Swedish men typically worked 

in construction, and women worked as maids or in the textile industry. Minneapolis and 

New York were also Swedish urban centers with similar immigrant activity. 

The pinnacle of Swedish immigration was in 1910, when over 665,000 Swedish born 

adults and 700,000 Swedish born children were living on American soil. "There exists in 

this country a new Sweden,” writes H. Arnold Barton in A Folk Divided: Homeland 

Swedes and Swedish Americans.   

“Here there are up to two million citizens who proudly trace their origins 
back to Sweden, who speak their forefathers' language, read their 
literature, and cherish their history. This people, by turning to account its 
inherited cultural treasures, have through honesty, industry, and Nordic 
strength made an important contribution to the cultural activity of this 
land.  It has won for itself a respect which should give joy to Mother 
Svea"10 

 
Swedish identity in America 

As Barton implies, Swedes in general were a hard-working, self-reliant group 

assertive (but not overly aggressive) in claiming a places for themselves in American 

                                                                                                                                                                     
8 Even today, Lindsborg Kansas, is considered the most Swedish town in America. 
9 Thernstrom, Harvard Encyclopedia, 974.  Stockholm was the largest Swedish city in the world.  
10 H. Arnold Barton, A Folk Divided: Homeland Swedes and Swedish Americans, 1840-1940 (Carbondale: Southern 
Illinois University Press, 1994), 215. 
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society. Dag Blanck asserts in Constructing an Ethnic Identity: The Case of the Swedish 

Americans that the “ethnic identity that emerged in the United States, instead of being 

shaped solely by either the new American environment or the European background, 

consisted of a combination of the two."11 Blanck examines all factors at work in 

constructing this new social reality, including the fact that Swedes were rarely the objects 

of prejudice or discrimination like many other immigrant groups. "Swedes found 

themselves in the enviable position of not having to spend as much energy as many 

groups in providing explanations, justifications, or excuses for their Old World traits."12 

Conservatism was one such trait commonly identified with America’s new 

Swedish population, although here it is important to note that 100 years ago, 

“conservatism” had a different connotation than it does today. “Before the 1950s there 

was no such thing as a conservative movement in the United States,” wrote Patrick Allitt 

in The Conservatives: Ideas and Personalities throughout American History.13 

Americans did not refer to themselves as conservative – the word was instead an 

adjective used when taking a stance on various issues. Swedes, for example, were 

socially conservative by resisting intermarriage with other immigrant groups. Swedes 

were also politically conservative, typically voting Republican. Swedes were generally 

hard working and self reliant; they maintained a positive attitude to American 

                                                        
11 Peter Kivisto, The Ethnic Enigma: The Salience of Ethnicity for European-Origin Groups (Philadelphia, London: 
Balch Institute Press, Associated University Presses, 1989), 134 
12 Ibid, 150. 
13 Patrick Allitt. The Conservatives: Ideas and Personalities throughout American History (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 2009), 2. 
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institutions, most becoming citizens and obtaining the right to vote and express their 

conservative opinions.14  

Swedish identity in Texas 

Although the Knape brothers ventured to America on their own dime, many of the 

11,600 people of Swedish decent in Texas in 1910 wound up in the Lone Star State 

largely due to the efforts of S.M. Swenson, who started a ranch near Austin after leaving 

Sweden in 1838.15 Swenson preferred to have his property tended by Swedes rather than 

endorse the enslavement of African Americans, but Scandinavians were few and far 

between in the Deep South. To solve this problem, he paid for a group of his countrymen 

to journey to America, his only requirement being that they work on his land for two 

years as compensation for their fare across the ocean. Although Swedes might have 

worked together on farms, they were spread out across the countryside and comprised a 

relatively small group of the population.16 According to the estimates of E. Severin, an 

author of Swedes in Texas in Words and Pictures, between 9,660 and 10,000 Swedes 

lived in Texas in 1918. “But we must admit that Uncle Sam knows more than we do in 

this case because we are only able to mention those who in some way or at some time 

have shown an interest in their heritage,” Severin explains. Some immigrants concealed 

their heritage or became totally assimilated into American society. Hidden heritages are 

                                                        
14 Despite the fact that many Swedish immigrants lived in slave states, they voted overwhelmingly for Lincoln in 1860. 
15 Scott, The Swedish Texans, 151. According to the 1910 census, there were 4,706 Swedish-born immigrants in Texas 
– 11,598 including second-generation immigrants with one Swedish parent.  Appendix, 95-96. 
16 Swedish-born immigrants and their children comprised only 3 to 4 percent of the population of Williamson and 
Travis Counties in 1930, according to Magnus Morner’s article in the Swedish-American Historical Quarterly (April 
1987). 
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only revealed “every ten years when Uncle Sam comes around and does his census, and 

they have to answer the question of where they come from.”17 

Because they were so integrated into Texas culture, the Swedish immigrants in 

Texas became involved in a variety of religious organizations; unlike their counterparts in 

other areas of the country, the Lutheran church was their sole place of worship. "Swedes 

are found in every Protestant denomination and in some denominations or sects not 

Protestant,” noted Carl Rosenquist in his dissertation “The Swedes of Texas.”18 Swedes 

were active in both English and Swedish congregations of the Lutheran, Methodist, 

Episcopal, Evangelical, Baptist, Presbyterian, Nazarene and Christian Scientist churches. 

Occupations were even more plentiful than churches, and Rosenquist reported 

that in 1916, Texas Swedes were found in fields such as agriculture, manufacturing, 

mechanics, transportation, trade, public service, clerical, domestic and education.  

The Swedish-immigrant press 

While Swedes were open to learning about America, they also bonded over their 

Swedishness. Swedes advocated their ethnicity primarily through religious organizations, 

secular societies, and the foreign language press. Often, the press would function in 

conjunction with the church and non-religious groups. 

Swedish language newspapers began to emerge in areas of large Swedish settlement 

because the English language press did not suit the needs of the immigrants. American 

                                                        
17 Ernest Severin, Christine Andreason, James Christianson, Alf L. Scott, T. J. Westerberg, J. M. Öjerholm, and New 
Sweden 88 Austin Area Committee, Swedes in Texas in Words and Pictures, 1838-1918, English Translation (Austin, 
Tex.: New Sweden 88 Austin Area Committee, 1994), 152.  Texas numbered 26th among the 48 states in numbers of 
Swedish inhabitants.   
18 Carl M. Rosenquist, “The Swedes of Texas.” PhD diss. (University of Chicago,1930), 124. 
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papers were written for acclimated citizens in a language the newcomers did not 

understand. 

Swedish language papers served two purposes: to help newcomers feel comfortable in 

their new environment and to prepare Swedes for American citizenship. Lauren Kessler, 

author of The Dissident Press, explains the former:  

“To the peasant immigrants of the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries accustomed to the close-knit village, a direct relationship to the 
land and a life encircled by extended families, the New World was an 
alien environment. Not just the language but the entire culture left them 
feeing isolated and estranged. They desperately needed information to 
help them understand this new culture and how to live in it. The hungered 
for news about the countries and the villages left behind.”19  
 

The Swedish immigrant press created a sense of group identity among the newcomers 

and helped Swedes conquer culture shock by speaking to them in their native tongue.  

Newspapers provided the immigrants with information to understand their new country, 

as well as reports about their native country. Swedish-American newspapers decreased 

feelings of dislocation, thereby speeding up the adjustment process for many immigrants. 

Arnold Barton asserts in A Folk Divided that the press was an effective cultural force.  He 

quotes Swedish author Ernst Beckman on the importance of the Swedish immigrant press 

in creating and maintaining a Swedish identity:  

“The Swede usually knows no English when he comes over.  He has very 
few books.  His newspaper provides practically his only reading.  Thus, 
for the immigrant, the Swedish-American newspaper becomes in a very 
special sense a bridge between past and present, a cultural bond between 
the old homeland and the new.”20 
 

                                                        
19 Lauren Kessler, The Dissident Press: Alternative Journalism in American History (Beverly Hills, Calif.: Sage 
Publications, 1984), 88. 
20 Barton, A Folk Divided, 56.  
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Once immigrants were comfortable in their surroundings the Swedish-language press 

played a fundamental role in preparing the newcomers for American citizenship. 

Newspapers explained the laws, rules, and values of American society. Immigrants could 

read page after page about American customs, traditions, institutions, and economic and 

industrial organizations.  Some presses even went so far as to supplement their 

publications with dictionaries, almanacs, and study-guides for passing citizenship exams. 

Albert Schersten explains in The Relation of the Swedish-American Newspaper to the 

Assimilation of Swedish Immigrants that assimilation of immigrants was facilitated by 

providing the following: 

“Information and interpretation of American matters; indications of 
loyalty to America; defense of American leaders and policies and of 
America as a whole; expressions of appreciation of the privileges and 
duties of citizenship; Swedish-American interest and participation in 
matters of general interest; accounts of the contributions of Swedish 
immigrants and their descendants to American civic and cultural life; 
mention of the commercial activities of Swedish-Americans; calling 
attention to problems of adjustment in America.”21  
 

Papers also played a large role in maintaining Swedish identity by promoting group 

pride and self esteem. They advertised local immigrant-owned business that sold Swedish 

products. Joy Lintelman discusses the role of Swedish domestic servants in America in 

“Our Serving Sisters,” a journal article published in Social Science History.  She claims 

Swedish young ladies worked harder and better than women from other ethnic groups: 

"Our young women, who emigrate to earn their bread in American homes, come to a field 

                                                        
21 Albert Ferdinand Schersten, The Relation of the Swedish-American Newspaper to the Assimilation of Swedish 
Immigrants (Rock Island, Ill.: Augustana Library Publications, 1935). 
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of labor where they are highly valued."22 Much of what is known about Swedish-

American domestic servants is thanks to Swedish-American newspapers, which often ran 

editorials and cartoons on the women’s' work. Cultivation theory can be applied in this 

instance because "views of the Swedish-American press toward Swedish domestics were 

overwhelmingly positive," thus influencing how Swedish women saw themselves within 

American society.23  

The Swedish immigrant press often promoted Swedish ethnicity by serving as the 

mouthpiece for religious or secular organizations. The Lutheran Augusta Synod, founded 

in 1860, was the largest Swedish ethnic organization, with membership from 20 percent 

of Swedish-Americans. The synod created social programs and opportunities for ethnic 

companionship among its members, which included middle class farmers, skilled workers 

and small-business people. It also had a large role in developing Swedish schools and 

Sunday schools, old people’s homes, orphanages, and hospitals.   

In 1855 Swedish Lutheran Reverend T.N. Hasselquist began the Det Gamla och Nya 

Hemlandet (The Old & The New Homeland), a conservative, evangelical newspaper 

published in Galesburg, Illinois, and later moved to Chicago. The paper would become 

the voice of the Augustana Synod and a forum for other Swedish Lutheran churches 

across America. The paper featured devotional literature and “moral” stories, many of 

which strove to preserve and strengthen “those bonds woven of love for the cherished 

sounds of the mother tongue and reverence for the old homeland and its memories.”24   

                                                        
22 Joy K. Lintelman, "Our Serving Sisters: Swedish-American Domestic Servants and Their Ethnic Community." 
(Social Science History 15, no. 3 (1991): 381-95), 390. 
23 Ibid, 392. 
24 Barton, A Folk Divided, 57.  
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The Hemlandet and others like it also set a precedent for political views, blatantly 

supporting the Republican Party, although sometimes papers did support Democrats on 

certain issues (in fact, one paper the Svenska Socialisten was accused by some of 

supporting the Communist Party).25   

Secular organizations, such as Omaha’s Scandia Society, or the Svea Society in 

Chicago, also used the press to spread their messages. Educated and economically 

successful immigrants in cities initially organized many of these groups. Membership in 

the societies was viewed as a badge of success, especially to those who thought the 

church kept Swedes ignorant in their Swedishness and unable to compete in the wider 

American society. 

The Svea Society began publishing America’s first independent Swedish paper, the 

Svenska Amerikanaren (The Swedish American), in Chicago in 1866. The moderately 

liberal, religiously neutral paper published popular history, travel accounts, memoirs, and 

reprints of works, either serially or as bonuses for subscribers. The paper recognized 

Swedish heritage and values but also promoted American culture and language. The 

Swedish language should simply “be regarded more as an ornament, a noble but not 

indispensible pleasure.”26  

Through a series of mergers the Svenska Amerikanaren eventually became the 

Svenska Tribunen, the largest Swedish language paper in the country.  Its founders 

thought the Hemlandet represented “intellectual and religious slavery.”27   

                                                        
25 Nils Hasselmo, Swedish America: An Introduction (New York: Swedish Information Service, 1976), 29. 
26 Barton, A Folk Divided, 57 
27 Hasselmo, Swedish America, 29. 
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Similar papers included the UngdomsVännen (The Friend of Youth), Valkyrian (The 

Valkyrian), and Prärieblomman (The Prairie Flower). Many contained essays or general 

cultural interest, translations, short stories, poems and reproduction of works by Swedish-

American artists. Franklin Scott writes in Trans-Atlantica that many of the papers were 

“filled with cheap serials, predecessors of the soap-operas now televised for bored 

housewives. Almanacs and Christmas annuals have come and gone by the dozens…there 

was no birth control on publication.”28 

By 1910 newspapers – whether they were secular, religiously affiliated, or 

independent – were being printed in 86 cities in 27 states.  The majority were small, local 

papers that supported a town or small region, thus subscribing to Community Press 

Theory.  This theory describes the local newspaper as “a great wide window through 

which readers look out into the community and into the lives of their acquaintances.” A 

key idea here is emphasizing common values rather than solving conflicting values. 

Community news and personal events are emphasized over politics and national news. 

Papers vary from community to community because values differ from community to 

community. “Newspapers became a kind of family bible, which recorded the births, 

marriages, deaths, and other notable events in the life of the Swedish-American 

population.”29 The Svenska Posten, a local paper, drew in its reader base in a variety of 

ways, such as printing the birthdays of its subscribers.   

During 1905 to 1915, when the Swedish immigrant community in the US was at its 

highest, there were about 60 weekly newspapers and 230 biweekly or monthly 
                                                        
28 Franklin Daniel Scott, Trans-Atlantica: Essays on Scandinavian Migration and Culture, Scandinavians in America 
(New York: Arno Press, 1979), 194. 
29 Ljungmark, Swedish Exodus, 109. 
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publications (130 denominational). The weeklies entertained approximately 250,000 

subscribers.  By 1915 the circulation of the 72 most significant publicans was 650,000.30 

Covering Sweden 

 Swedish immigrants left their home country because they were not satisfied with 

some aspect of life there. Once in America, Swedes felt they had the right to critique their 

motherland because they had taken the initiative to leave it. Oftentimes coverage of 

Sweden in the immigrant press was negative, focusing on crime, frauds, accidents and 

suicides. One Swedish clergyman even reported that Swedish-American newspapers gave 

him the impression that Sweden was “the most miserable country on earth.”31  

Despite unfavorable coverage, Sweden was the reason Swedes were so bonded, and 

the country’s positive aspects became a unifying force. Allan Kastrup writes in The 

Swedish Heritage in America: 

“Gradually they developed an immigrant nationalism of their own, which 
mixed a romantic pride in Sweden’s and all of Scandinavia’s history and 
culture, a hearty appreciation of Swedish achievements in the United 
States, and a deepening love of their adopted country.”32   
 
Immigrants were quick to celebrate the St. Lucia holiday or partake in 

Midsummer festivities. Because of this increased pride, Swedes became defensive if 

Americans (not of Swedish ancestry) criticized Sweden. This made for an awkward 

situation in the 1970s when Sweden criticized America’s stance on the Vietnam War. The 

Scandinavian country received very negative coverage in the mainstream American 

press, causing many traditionally Republican Swedish-Americans who identified 
                                                        
30 Allan Kastrup, The Swedish Heritage in America: The Swedish Element in America and American-Swedish Relations 
in Their Historical Perspective (St. Paul, Minn.: Swedish Council of America, 1975), 636. 
31 Ibid, 639. 
32 Ibid, 138. 
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positively with U.S. foreign policy to feel conflicted. When the Swedish Foreign Ministry 

tried to exert influence over the Swedish American papers during the Vietnam War, many 

Swedish Americans had to rethink their stances on the War and their loyalties to Sweden.  

The Texas Posten 

The Knapes were not the only aspiring journalists among their countrymen.  The 

Texas Bladet was founded in Hutto in 1900, and after several location changes it 

endeavored to publish weekly in Austin but was quickly absorbed by the Texas Posten. 

The purchase legitimized the Posten as “the only Swedish paper published in Texas,” a 

title displayed proudly on the outside of the publication’s headquarters.33 The paper also 

billed itself as a “Liberal Political Newspaper for Swedes in America,” which was 

somewhat ironic because politics were only a fraction of the Posten’s content and 

because the paper was distributed only to Swedes in Texas, not the entire United States.34 

The word “liberal,” however, should be noted here because Texas Swedes were indeed 

more open-minded than Swedes in other parts of the country. Perhaps their assimilation 

into the Austin-area community exposed a liberal disposition that allowed them to be less 

politically and religiously stereotyped than Swedish immigrants in places such as 

Minnesota or Illinois. Texas Swedes belonged to an assortment of religious 

organizations, many of which were English-speaking and integrated into the wider Austin 

community. 

 

                                                        
33 During 1905 to 1915, when the Swedish immigrant community in the U.S. was at its highest, there were about 60 
weekly newspapers and 230 biweekly or monthly publications (130 denominational).  The weeklies entertained 
approximately 250,000 subscribers.  By 1915 the circulation of the 72 most significant publications was 650,000. 
34 “Liberal Politiask Nyhetstindning for Svenskarne I Amerika” was printed under the paper’s name on the front page 
and on the masthead. Appendix, 97. 
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Swedish-American reaction to World War I 

As mentioned previously, the Vietnam War was one of many instances when 

Swedes were forced to make conscious decisions about whether to support their foreign 

language press. War broke out in Europe on June 28, 1914.  Three thousand-plus miles 

removed from the fighting, the American public was not sure what an overseas conflict 

would mean for the United States. The U.S. government encouraged neutrality from its 

citizens. Despite of cries of objectivity, many Americans held loyalties to one side, and 

Swedish-Americans were no exception. Many Swedish-language paper editors 

considered the outbreak of war the result of political and commercial competition, 

especially between Germany and England. “They considered European politics and 

diplomats corrupt and decadent,” writes Finis Herbert Capps in From Isolationism to 

Involvement. 

“In Swedish-American eyes, the desire for power and profit had caused 
the European nations to desert Christian principles and to sink to the level 
of barbarism; the United States could be thankful for having remained 
aloof from European power politics and for the ocean that separated it 
from Europe.  President Wilson’s declarations of neutrality were accepted 
as a matter of course.  Interest in the conflict sprang chiefly from curiosity 
and from speculation on the chances of involvement of Sweden, and the 
war was thought to concern the United States little or not at all.”35 
 
At that point, the majority of Swedish Americans had lived in America fewer than 

fifty years; many of them had arrived in the U.S. only a decade or two before the eruption 

of the Great War. Swedes were happily assimilating into American society but still 

                                                        
35 Finis Herbert Capps, From Isolationism to Involvement: the Swedish Immigrant Press in America, 1914-1945 
(Chicago: Swedish Pioneer Historical Society, 1966), 31. 
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retained a strong fondness for Sweden and Swedish values – namely Lutheranism and 

Republicanism.   

Other Americans frowned upon the Lutheran beliefs of many Swedish Americans.  

Germany was a great upholder of Lutheranism, and so Swedes, by association, were 

thought to be supporters of the enemy. Swedes tended to identify themselves with 

Germans out of a sense of ethnic and cultural affinity. In addition to being the homeland 

of Martin Luther, Germany was also – in their view – a defender of Protestantism. 

Germany was also highly regarded because it succeeded Sweden as a force 

against Russia’s western expansion.36 Many Swedish Americans felt Germany was 

culturally superior to England. P.G. Norberg, the editor of the Lutheran-affiliated 

Hemlandet, went so far as to declare that Germany was fighting for all civilized people, 

and that if Sweden must choose as side, it should choose to fight beside Germany and 

against its enemy, Russia. Laurentine G. Abrahamson, editor of Augustana asserted that 

Germany had been forced into the war by Russian mobilization, a concept he thought was 

not widely understood among the wider American public. “With its people – strong both 

physically and intellectually – with its high culture, and not least with its Protestantism, 

Germany constitutes a wall which has held back the pan-Slavic, semi barbaric drive 

toward the west,” Abrahamson wrote, “and now Protestant England, whose highest 

interest are so identical with Germany’s, is helping to tear down this wall.”37 Norberg, 

Abrahamson, and many other editors did not trust American war coverage because it 

came from British and French news sources. 
                                                        
36 In 1809 Russia seized Finland (had belonged to Sweden for more than 500 years).  As late as 1912, there were still 
rumors of Russian espionage in Sweden. 
37 Capps, From Isolationism to Involvement, 33. 
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In addition to embracing all things Lutheran (including Germany), many Swedish 

Americans embraced traditional Republican values.  They were suspicious of big 

business and feared that the only Americans in the war were those who could make 

money. “Conservatism was consolidated among Swedish-American editors after World 

War I, partly because they felt that as a group they must display greater solidarity against 

the forces making for the disintegration of the Swedish-American community,” Capps 

writes. “Personal feuds and disputes over religious issues were now largely patched up … 

insistence on the support of Swedish-American institutions also included allegiance to the 

Republican Party.”38 

Mainstream Americans, suspicious of anything foreign, doubted the loyalty of 

Swedish immigrants because the group showed little enthusiasm for America’s entry in 

the war in 1917, failing to realize that many Swedish Americans had left Sweden to avoid 

military service.  These factors posed a number of problems for the Swedish immigrant 

press. Many readers felt they had to make the tough decision between reading Swedish 

news (thereby being identified with the enemy), or reading only English news (thereby 

seeming overtly American).  Inevitably the later seemed the safer option, and as 

subscriptions to Swedish-American papers dropped, some papers were forced to cease 

publication.  

Foreign language presses were hardest hit later that year with the Espionage Act 

(June 15, 1917) and the Trading-with-the-Enemy Act (Oct. 6, 1917). Such laws – which 

will be discussed in greater depth in the findings section – were unprecedented, as before 

                                                        
38 Ibid, 25. 
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1917 the American government was prohibited to interfere with the rights to free speech 

and press by the first Amendment. Nevertheless, the bills were passed, as the intended to 

“punish acts of interference with the foreign relations, the neutrality, and the foreign 

commerce of the United States; to punish espionage, and better to enforce the criminal 

laws of the United States; and for other purposes.”39 

Many editors protested because they did not have the time, money, or staff to 

provide translation services, and most felt they had done their best to objectively report 

the position of the United States. Alexander J. Johnson, founder and editor of Chicago’s 

Svenska Kuriren wrote:  

“It can only be to the harm of our countrymen in the United States, whose 
interests the Swedish-American press must promote, if the impression be 
allowed to spread that the Swedes here are taking the part of any of the 
belligerent powers and, by the same token, display enmity towards its 
opponents, when their own native land has not become involved in the 
struggle.”40 
 

Smaller papers terminated and larger papers scrambled to survive by either devoting less 

space to war news or enthusiastically promoting the Allied cause. 

In the end, nearly 100,000 Swedish citizens registered for the draft; many hoped 

for peace with Germany after 1918, rather than a revengeful scenario.  Russia’s 

withdrawal from the war made Swedish-American’s decision to support the Allies much 

easier, and as the conflict wore on, many Swedes hoped Wilson and his European 

partners would not completely crush Germany. Many Swedish Americans approved of 

                                                        
39 James R. Mock and Cedric Larson, Words That Won the War: The Story of the Committee on Public Information, 
1917-1919 (New York: Russell & Russell, 1968), 24. 
40 Capps, From Isolationism to Involvement, 35. 
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the 1919 League of Nations proposal because it was seen as a good start to world peace – 

such views were reflected in the papers that did survive the Great War. 

Conclusion 

Although much is known about the collective history of the Swedish-immigrant 

press, research is mediocre at best regarding the reaction of the Swedish-immigrant press 

to the First World War and non-existent regarding the Texas Posten’s specific reaction to 

the war. The following findings will examine the paper from 1912 to 1920 as it was 

affected by World War I. In an effort to maintain a historical narrative, explanation of 

various government committees and legislation is included in the following pages rather 

than in the literature review. 

Kessler noted in 1984 that “as long as there are people with common racial, 

national, or cultural interests, as long as there is pride in ethnicity, there will be a foreign-

language press.”41 This mindset certainly carried the Texas Posten through the First 

World War.  The paper helped develop a Swedish-American culture in Texas, and this 

identity – of liberal, religiously neutral, patriotic immigrants – was able to absorb the war 

movement in a way that allowed it to grow and prosper for another 60 years. 

 “Future researchers will perhaps be able to trace some influence [from Sweden] 

within the American culture of the future,” wrote Vilhelm Berger of the Nordstjernan.  

“That will be the treasure we brought with us from the Land of the 
Midnight Sun as our own inheritance, that will be the fruit of our often 
fumbling cultural strivings, that will become, sometime far in the future, 
the sum total of Swedish America’s history.”42 

                                                        
41 Kessler, The Dissident Press, 109. 
42 Barton. A Folk Divided, 309. 
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY 
 
 
 
Research questions and methods 

This study examined the Texas Posten to determine how the paper responded to 

the First World War and its policies – particularly the propaganda movement and 

censorship regulations enacted by the federal government. The following chapter 

compares the chronology of World War I legislation, policies and organizations to nine 

years of the Texas Posten. When did the War affect the paper? How did the paper 

respond? Did the paper acknowledge the war in Europe before, during and after 

American involvement? If so, what was its coverage, tone and language? Did the United 

States government play a role in the development of these areas? 

The initial hypothesis was that the Texas Posten’s war coverage would change after 

the passage of the Espionage Act in June of 1915 by introducing more English into its 

pages. The amount of English was estimated to increase during the course of the First 

World War as more censorship legislation was passed.  

To answer such questions, a historical analysis was conducted using Texas Posten 

microfilm from Augustana College Tredway Library in Illinois.  468 issues of the paper 

were examined from the January 1912 to December 1920 – approximately two years 

before and after the Great War. 

All English text relating to war was considered, and a random sampling of 

headlines in each issue were translated from Swedish to English to determine if and how 

the paper’s Swedish content reflected the War. 
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Other documents incorporated into this study were George Creel’s autobiography 

and documents from the Committee on Public Information, which included the papers of 

Edwin Björkman, head of the CPI’s Scandinavian Bureau. Björkman, a Swedish-

American newspaperman, kept professional correspondence that included information 

about his World War I experiences as a CPI employee. The documents necessary for this 

thesis are housed at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s Wilson Special 

Collections Library. Government documents, including the Espionage and Trading-with-

the-Enemy Acts, were also examined. 

Limitations 

The largest limitation of this study was the author’s inability to read Swedish. She 

was able to translate headlines and the first paragraphs of articles but due to time 

constraints was unable to translate each issue of the paper in its entirety.43 

Time also played a role in what documents were examined. Although Björkman’s 

papers were studied, the author was unable to obtain George Creel’s personal papers or 

the records of the Committee on Public Information, both of which are housed at the 

National Archives in Washington, D.C. Although some limitations do apply to this study, 

the “gaps” in research might be considered opportunities for future research. 

Findings overview 

Despite any limitations or material designated for future research, the following 

chapter contains 60 pages of findings – a narrative chronology – that discuss how the 

First World War impacted the Texas Posten.  

                                                        
43 Swedish-English dictionary Web site: http://lexin.nada.kth.se/swe-eng.html 
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“Before the War” is the first of 11 periodized sub-sections and detail the state of 

the Texas Posten from 1912 to 1914. The paper’s format, editorial content, 

advertisements and tone are considered, as are its readers and editors. “War in Europe” 

discusses the paper’s reaction to war among European nations and America’s decision to 

stay neutral during the conflict. 

In 1917, the U.S. entered the war (“America goes to war”), and not long after, the 

Committee on Public Information was formed. The CPI began a major propaganda drive, 

the results of which are clearly seen in the paper. 

Likewise, the Espionage Act and the Trading with the Enemy Act were enacted in 

June and October of that year, respectively. Although the Texas Posten was unaffected by 

the legislation, the regulations were something to be aware of because failure to comply 

might have resulted in the paper’s termination. 

Patriotism continued well into 1918, especially with the formation of the 

Scandinavian Bureau headed by Swedish-American newspaper man Edwin Björkman. 

Although the Bureau – and likewise the CPI – were shut down at the end of the war, 

traces of patriotic propaganda still appeared in the paper well into 1919. 

Ultimately, by embracing the War movement, the Texas Posten was one of the 

few foreign-language newspapers to successfully comply with the wishes of the federal 

government and thrive during an era when the majority of similar publications met their 

deaths. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: FINDINGS 
 
 
 
Introduction 

The Texas Posten, Austin’s weekly Swedish-language newspaper, was in its 18th 

year when world war erupted in Europe. Like many Americans around the country, Texas 

Swedes heeded President Wilson’s words of neutrality and later his encouragement of the 

Allied cause. 

When the United States entered the war in April 1917, the federal government 

kept a watchful eye on foreign-language publications. Censorship legislation was passed, 

including the Espionage and Trading-with-the-Enemy acts, and the Committee on Public 

Information was established to blanket America – and the world – with patriotic 

propaganda. 

The following findings are chronologically narrative and serve to compare the 

histories of the Texas Posten to World War I organizations and legislation. Nine years 

(468 issues) of the Texas Posten were used to determine how the paper’s response to the 

First World War – particularly the propaganda movement and censorship regulations 

enacted by the federal government – allowed it to successfully outlast the war. 

Before the War (1912 to 1914) 

The second decade of the 20th century began uneventfully for the Texas Posten. 

As of Jan. 4, 191s, J.M. Ojerholm was editing the paper (redactör), E. Severin was the 

business manager (affärsföreståndare) and Otto Anderson was the traveling 

representative (reseagent) who searched the state for stories. Owners included those men 
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as well as R. Pearson and O.E. Olander.44 The Texas Posten was written exclusively in 

Swedish (with the exception of the odd advertisement). No articles had author attribution 

or bylines. No staff writers or contributors were mentioned in the masthead, which leads 

one to believe that all text was written by the editors or by outside sources. 

The paper, which was considered Second Class Mail Matter out of the Austin post 

office, thrived on subscriptions ($0.75 for six months, $1.50 per year or $2.50 per year to 

Sweden) and often offered special subscription deals. For example, one notice reads:  

“Every intelligent man wants to keep up with the news of his own 
community and county. Therefore he needs a good local newspaper. He 
also needs a paper of general news, and for State, National and world-wide 
happenings he will find that The Semi-Weekly Farm News has no 
superior.”45  
 
The announcement continues on to offer the special rate of $2.25 for both papers 

for one year. “It’s a combination which can’t be beat, and you will secure your money’s 

worth many times over.”46 

Advertisements were another source of revenue for the Texas Posten. The 

masthead pointed out (in Swedish) that notices in the paper were 10 cents per line, 

“which is cheap compared to the increased costs for paper and other materials as well as 

prices for similar notices in the American Sunday newspapers and in consideration that 

these messages and notices in Texas Posten are read by thousands of Swedes.”47   

                                                        
44 O.E. Olander would become manager in March 1916, and in September 1917, H.T. Knape – who had been an owner 
until 1910 – was the neighborhood representative and later the business manager. “It is an occupation which he seems 
well suited for, and his knowledge of the different departments of the paper makes him particularly qualified for the 
demanding management role with he fills honorably,” wrote Ernest Severin in Swedes in Texas in Words and Pictures 
(236). By October 1918, the owners included Olander, Ojerholm and Otto Knape. By November 1918, Otto Knape was 
the Traveling Represent – and the titles of all men are in English. Appendix, 96-97. 
45 Texas Posten, “Special Clubbing Offer,” Feb. 8, 1912. See Appendix, 102. 
46 Appendix,102. 
47 Texas Posten, “Texas Posten,” Nov. 14, 1918.See Appendix, 98. 
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Advertisements, in particular, painted a happy portrait of Texas Swedes.48 Notices 

offering high quality clothes, top-end farm equipment and speedy rail travel created 

patchwork patterns across nearly every page. Businesses such as banks, schools and 

medical practices were also promoted. Advertisements were equally in Swedish and 

English or often a combination of the two languages. Likewise, advertisements sponsored 

not only Swedish-owned businesses but also many Austin-area businesses owned by 

people of other backgrounds. Although Texas Swedes encouraged the commerce of their 

fellow countrymen, they were also in support of and assimilated into the larger Austin 

community and American life in general.  

The Texas Posten played a large role in maintaining Swedish identity by promoting 

group pride and self esteem in its coverage of both Texas and Sweden.  The eight-to-10-

page paper emphasized common values; community news and personal events were 

covered in as much detail as national and international news. Community press theory is 

seen through the common values emphasized. Ljungmark’s comparison of the local 

newspaper to the family bible is an accurate assessment; the Texas Posten noted births 

and deaths, church functions, land for sale and holiday celebrations among other events 

and milestones. 

Updates from around the Lone Star State and Swedish cities typically filled the first 

five pages of the Texas Posten. Such information was organized by city and written in 

Swedish only. Texas news was on the front page and included updates from places such 

                                                        
48 Appendix, 99. 
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as Round Rock, Waco, Johan, Kenedy and Houston.49 News was brief and informal – 

perhaps not even “news” by today’s standards. For example, on Sept. 4, 1913, the first 

item under “Texas Nyheter” (Texas News) was for the city of Waco and reported that the 

family of Ed. Bergstrom from Kerens visited on Sunday and Monday. On Nov. 6, 1913, 

the news from Fort Worth included a meeting at the Swedish Methodist church following 

Sunday school. Swedish news, which included cities such as Stockholm, Goteborg, Lund, 

Halmstad and Malmo, was printed on Page 2 and followed a similar pattern.50  

In addition to an assortment of Texas news blurbs, front-page news included items 

such as a May 2, 1912 article that mentioned the sinking of the Titanic.51 Other 

international headlines during that year included “Turkey in Dilemma” and “Revolt in 

Hungary” in June. There were short paragraphs about the 1912 Olympics in Stockholm, a 

direct ocean liner route between New York and Stockholm (July 4), the death of the 

Japanese emperor (Aug. 1) and the Nov. 7 election results, which very matter-of-factly 

confirmed Woodrow Wilson as the winner below large, illustrated head-shots of him and 

Teddy Roosevelt.52 

The election article was preceded on Oct. 3 by an article on what Roosevelt’s 

administration had done well. Oddly, the headline was in Swedish, and the list of 

accomplishments was in English. Among the achievements were: the Safety Appliance 

Act, regulation of railroad employee’s hours of labor and the establishment of 

                                                        
49 Appendix, 100. 
50 Appendix, 100. 
51 Texas Posten, “Ӧfverlefvande från Titanicolyckan,” May 2, 1912. Appendix, 101. 
52 Appendix, 101. 
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Department of Commerce and Labor. There was no explanation of where this list came 

from or why it was in English.  

The paper continued its relatively informal and somewhat erratic front-page news in 

1913 and into 1914. A sampling of headlines included “Beklaglig handelse” (Regrettable 

Event) for an article on the conflict in Turkey on Aug 7. Two paragraphs followed about 

the drowning of a young boy in Denmark. Adjacent was an article titled “Det mystika 

mordet I Dallas” (The mysterious murder in Dallas).53 On Jan. 29, 1914, an article was 

titled “Lynchad neger” and reported that an African-American was hanged in a tree in 

Oklahoma.54 

The final four or five pages of the paper were devoted to Swedish translations of 

popular literature, such as Amulet by J.Y. Brn and multiple works by Victor Hugo. Sheet 

music was also common; for example, the notes and lyrics to Albert Fancelli’s “Across 

the Way” were printed in June 1913. 55 This – along with countless advertisements for 

various piano companies – illustrated that Swedes had an appreciation for music and 

instruments.  

During election months, endorsements were printed for county positions including 

County Clerk, County superintendent, sheriff and district attorney. There were no 

explanations as to why certain people are favored, but their names were printed and the 

names of their opponents were omitted.  

Extra advertising space often consumed the paper in December, and large Christmas 

illustrations were not uncommon on the front pages of issues printed on (or just before) 
                                                        
53 Texas Posten, “Det mystiska mordet I Dallas,” Aug. 7, 1913.  Appendix, 101. 
54 Texas Posten, “Lynchad neger,” Jan. 29, 1914. Appendix, 101. 
55 Texas Posten, “Across the Way,” June 5, 1913. Appendix, 102. 
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December 25.56 Likewise, space was always reserved in the first issue of January for 

large text that read “Happy New Year” in Swedish. 

War in Europe (June 1914 to April 1917) 

On June 28, 1914, a Serbian nationalist assassinated Archduke Francis Ferdinand, the 

heir to the Austria-Hungary throne. The top-left article in the July 2 Texas Posten 

reported a fire in Smaland, Sweden. On the top-right section of the front-page, an article 

titled “Åter Ett Dubbelt Furstemord” (After a Double Royal Murder) described the death 

of the prince and his wife and the carful planning the assassins must have done to 

successfully execute their plan.57 The following week (July 9), the lead story was “Bandit 

Mordar Svensk Kopman” (Bandit Murders Swedish Merchant). The growing tensions in 

Eastern Europe were not front-page news until August 6, after the eruption of a wild 

chain of events: Germany declared war on Russia (August 1), Germany declared war on 

France (August 3), Germany declared war on Belgium, Britain declared war on Germany 

and Austria-Hungry, Canada joined the allied effort, and America declared neutrality (all 

on August 4). The Texas Posten’s front and center story read “Världskrig För Handen” 

(World War at Hand).58 The subhead noted Germany declared war on rival Russia and 

that England also became engaged in the conflict and then queried: Nine European 

nations will soon be involved; will Sweden, Norway and Denmark be pulled in as well? 

The question, which was never answered in the text, seems to be written only to pique the 

interest of readers. As the war progressed, other headlines included (in Swedish): “War 

Rumbles On, Germany continues attacks but also suffers from great damages” (Aug. 13); 
                                                        
56 Texas Posten, “En Glad Jul,” Dec. 19, 1918. Appendix, 122. 
57 Texas Posten, “Åter Ett Dubbelt Furstemord,” July 2, 1914. Appendix, 103. 
58 Texas Posten, “Världskrig för Handen,” Aug. 6, 1914. Appendix, 103. 
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“From the War Field: Japan prepares to make the war in Europe a World War” (August 

20).59 This particular article was followed by short paragraphs of news, such as Russia’s 

silence on Wilson’s request for peace in Europe and Scandinavian lines running regularly 

between the U.S. and Scandinavia. The last paragraph titled “Amerika och Kriget” 

(America and War) said that Americans should take warning and not be involved in the 

present war. 

War still raged in August, and the paper realized the appeal of a dedicated place 

for war news – a space where its readers would easily find information on all things 

related to the conflict in Europe. On August 27, 1914, a column titled “Krigsrapporter” 

(War Report), became a regular feature in the top-left corner of the front-page.60 The 

headline was bold, all caps and stretched across two columns, although the article’s text 

consumed three. Like all other news, information here was broken down into paragraph-

sized chunks. Each section had a headline, which also appeared below “Krigsrapporter.” 

All text was in Swedish. 

 Krigsrapporter continued through 1914 and into 1915; on May 13 the war-news 

column was adjacent to “Lusitania Sänkt af Tyskarne,” which described Germany sinking 

the British ocean liner that was carrying Americans.61 The following week “Angående 

Lusitanias sänkande” (Concerning Lusitania’s sinking) appeared with the Captain’s 

opinion on the incident and Germany’s feelings toward England. On June 10, the Posten 

reported the ship was armed with four cannons. On December 9 the paper wrote the 

                                                        
59 Texas Posten, “Krigets åskor dundra ännu,” Aug. 13, 1914. Appendix, 103. 
60 Appendix, 103. 
61 Texas Posten, “Lusitania Sänkt af Tyskarne,” May 13, 1915. Appendix, 103. 
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“Lusitania-affärens slutakt” (the affairs are over) because the German government paid 

$5,000 for every American on board.62 

President Woodrow Wilson had previously asserted the right of Americans to 

travel on unarmed ships belonging to nations at war; this opinion drew criticism from 

Austin Congressman Atkins Jefferson McLemore, who introduced a resolution in to keep 

Americans from traveling on such ships. The House tabled the resolution, although eight 

Texan Congressmen favored it. Many Swedish-Texans were the constituents of 

McLemore and his statesmen. The Texas Posten office was also fewer than two blocks 

from the Texas State Capital Building; the editors were undoubtedly aware of events due 

to their proximity to local and state leaders. 

On Dec. 16, 1915, Krisrapporter was bumped from the front page for the first 

time in favor of total Texas news (that features nothing extraordinary) and a Christmas-

themed illustration. The same thing happened the following week, but on Dec. 30, the 

war-column was back on top. 

A column called “Kriget I Europa” (War in Europe) replaced Krisrapporter on 

March 30, 1916.63 Information was displayed in the same manner as the previous column, 

and the paragraphs of odd-war news continued to comprise a substantial amount of the 

weekly front-page news.   

 Occasionally war news was enhanced by unusual supplements, such as a map 

titled (in Swedish) “Map of fortification around Paris. Every star represents a fort.” 

Below, in English, the text read: “Paris and its surrounding forts.” Like everything else in 

                                                        
62 Texas Posten, “Lusitania-affärens slutakt,” Dec. 9, 1915. Appendix, 103. 
63 Appendix, 104. 
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the Texas Posten, the source of this item cannot be undetermined. On Nov. 9, “Fred och 

(sic) Krig” (Peace and War), a speech by former U.S. Congressman and Minnesota 

governor John Lind appeared.64 Lind had been the first Swedish-American elected to 

Congress (1886), and unlike many Swedish-American politicians, he was a democrat. 

America goes to War (April 1917) 
 

As the conflict raged on, many mainstream Americans – despite cries of 

objectivity – became suspicious not only of Germans, but of any foreigners on U.S. soil.  

If the loyalty of Texas Swedes was questioned, it was certainly not apparent in their 

newspaper. If anything, the Texas Posten seemed to rally its readers to support the war 

effort and all things American. This was possible because of Swedish Texans’ high 

degree of assimilation into the community – socially and politically. Unlike many 

Swedish Americans, who were Lutheran, Texas Swedes were religiously varied, and the 

Posten was unbiased on the subject. Although the paper’s founders, the Knapes, were 

Methodist, the paper printed notes and news from an array of religious organizations in 

the area, which helped alleviate any negative Lutheran-German stereotypes by outsiders.  

The paper’s political coverage was also comparatively liberal to other Swedish-language 

publications; while its Swedish counterparts around the country grappled with how to 

handle war material that conflicted with religious or traditionally conservative 

viewpoints, the Texas Posten happily covered the conflict from a neutral, if not slightly 

pro-American perspective.   
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A slight American bias became most apparent when Great Britain intercepted the 

Zimmermann telegram. In the message, Germany encouraged the Mexican government to 

regain territory “stolen” by the United States, which included Texas.  Most Texans – 

regardless of birth county – were outraged and whole-heartedly supported America’s 

declaration of war on Germany April 6, 1917. “Most young men of Swedish heritage in 

Texas, who have taken part in this war, were born in this state and are therefore naturally 

patriotic and true to the interests of this country,” wrote Ernest Severin. He continued: 

“This is because of an innate patriotism and the knowledge they have 
gained about this country, its history and democratic principles.  That this 
is the case, is proven by the large number of volunteers who have left the 
Swedish homes and now wait to be called up.  They have joined the Navy, 
the Air Force, and the Medical Corps, and are officers as well as regular 
enlisted men.”65 
 

On April 5, the lead article in the Texas Posten was “Krig Med Tyskland Forklarat” 

(War with Germany Explained).66 The piece mentioned British officers would teach 

Americans the ways of modern warfare. Like previous war coverage, the piece was rather 

matter-of-fact and had without attribution. The “Kriget I Europa” for that week included 

news from the French front and “Inre oro I Tyskland” (Inner-Anxiety in Germany). The 

paper appeared to be covering many countries struggles with war. 

In the following weeks, war coverage was not different or any more biased than 

before. On April 19, however, “Kriget I Europa” changed to “Kriget Mot Tyskand” (War 

Against Germany).67 Among the news blurbs was a report about a German submarine 

spotted off the coast of New Jersey – according to reports from Washington. America 
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will be ready for it, announced the unnamed author. Simply by publishing this article 

below the more aggressive headline, the Texas Posten subtly suggested its patriotic 

attitude toward the war. 

On May 5, “Krigrapporter” was back, replacing “Kriget Mot Tyskand” and tucked 

several pages into the paper was “President Wilson Vill Hjalpa Ryssland” (President 

Wilson Will Help Russia). Here war news started appearing independently from the 

official war column for the first time since August 1914. 

The Committee on Public Information 

While the United States government orchestrated a complicated battle against the 

Triple Alliance overseas, it also cast a wary eye over its own people. Using Executive 

Order 2594 and $5.6 million from the presidential Security and Defense Fund, Woodrow 

Wilson established the Committee on Public Information on April 13, 1917; Congress 

would later appropriate another $1.25 million to the government organization. The goal 

behind the CPI was to promote patriotism and enthusiasm for an American victory both 

at home and abroad. Chairman George Creel explained in his memoir How We 

Advertised America:68 

“The war was not the war of an administration, but the war of one 
hundred million people,” “Public support was a matter of public 
understanding …The war-will, the will-to-win, of a democracy depends 
upon the degree to which each one of all the people of that democracy 
can concentrate and consecrate body and soul and spirit in the supreme 
effort of service and sacrifice.”69  
 

Creel’s CPI team included editors, college professors, intellectual minds, spiritual 
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leaders and the Secretaries of State, War and the Navy.  “Mr. Creel assembled a brilliant 

and talented a group of journalists, scholars, press agents, editors, artists, and other 

manipulators of the symbols of public opinion as America had ever seen united for a 

single purpose,” explained James Mock and Cedric Larson in Words that Won the War. 

“It was a gargantuan advertising agency the like of which the country had never known, 

and the breathtaking scope of its activities was not to be equaled until the rise of 

totalitarian dictatorships after the war.”70 The mission of this all-star team was to foster 

patriotism among Americans and crush any possible favoritism toward the enemy.  

Americans were inspired to believe in the Allied cause – democracy and the safety of 

America supposedly depended on it. “Many of the CPI’s writers had a deep emotional 

commitment to this ideology,” wrote Stephen Vaughn in Holding Fast the Inner Lines: 

Democracy, Nationalism, and the Committee on Public Information. “American 

democracy, or Americanism, was to be the common denominator, the ideological cement, 

a secular religion, to unify an increasingly pluralistic society.”71 The many intelligent, 

sincere people who contributed to the CPI were committed to democracy and the overall 

condition of American society – many of them were recruited by Creel because they had 

been involved in the effort to better the country before the war. 

With these individuals on board, the CPI’s plan for reaching Americans infiltrated 

every area of life. In How We Advertised America, Creel explained:  

“There was no part of the great war machinery that we did not touch. The 
printed word, the spoken word, the motion picture, the telegraph, the 
cable, the wireless, the poster, the sign-board – all these were used in our 
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campaign to make our own people and all other people understand the 
causes that compelled America to take arms.”72  
 

More than 150,000 volunteers aided the CPI, and more than 75 million pamphlets and 

articles were composed and distributed around the world, encouraging patriotism and 

denoting Germany as the enemy.73 Publications around the country were expected to 

incorporate the CPI’s work into their own. Creel noted: 

“As swiftly as might be, there were put into pamphlet form America’s 
reasons for entering the war, the meaning of America, the nature of our 
free institutions, our war aims, likewise analyses of the Prussian system, 
the purposes of the imperial German government, and full exposure of the 
enemy’s misrepresentations, aggressions, and barbarities. Written by the 
country’s foremost publicists, scholars, and historians, and distinguished 
for their conciseness, accuracy, and simplicity, these pamphlets blew as a 
great wind against the clouds of confusion and misrepresentation.”74 

 
CPI administrators were quick to point out that their efforts were not to be interpreted 

as censorship, concealment or repression of freedom of speech. Instead, they viewed their 

task as articulating the majority American opinion – a positive and patriotic attitude 

toward the war. If such beliefs became the status quo, minority groups or dissenters 

would be more likely to conform to the mainstream attitudes for fear of being 

marginalized.  Many immigrants, for example, often felt that acting 100 percent 

American would stop the breakdown of their culture in American society because they 

would no longer be viewed as outsiders by the broader public.   

Vaughn, however, argued:  

“The committee was too ready to suspend freedom of speech and the 
press. Although Creel was anxious to see that civil liberties were not 
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abused, and warned against allowing censorship to be used as an 
instrument of a secret police, he was a member of the Censorship Board 
and became involved in attempting to keep material from the public. The 
CPI engaged in subtle censorship, too, when it filled the country with 
official news. Committee pamphlets tried to convince Americans to limit 
dissent about the war and publicized the idea that the fate of First 
Amendment liberties rested with legislatures.”75 
 

The CPI directed much of its attention toward newspapers, specifically the foreign-

language publications circulation around the U.S. “With the nation in arms, the need was 

not so much to keep the press from doing the hurtful things as to get it to do the helpful 

things,” wrote Creel.76 The majority of editors happily complied when the CPI sent them 

pamphlet after pamphlet full of articles for their papers. Creel felt that he was saving 

papers thousands of dollars in time and staff by delivering them official war news. “A 

prime importance was to preach the determination and military might of America and the 

certainty of victory,” Creel argued. “But it was equally necessary to teach the motives, 

purposes, and ideals of America so that friend, foe, and neutral alike might come to see 

us as a people without selfishness and in love with justice.”77 

Falling “in love with justice” involved speaking English. Those who didn’t were 

singled out for special attention. “Some people in the community were of foreign 

extraction, some unable to read English, but that did not make them ineligible to join the 

crusade against despotism.”78  The CPI was suspicious of immigrants’ recent ties to 

Europe and worried that those with ties to the Central Powers countries might pose a 

threat on American soil.  To prevent any “inappropriate” war coverage, the CPI recruited 
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several hundred translators to help supply selected articles to foreign-language papers 

that might fight ignorance and disaffection. 

May 31 marked the first English war-related article in the Texas Posten that was 

clearly written to raise awareness and involvement in the war effort – it likely came from 

the desk of a CPI member. “How to Register” appeared to have been written by a 

government authority and was probably published in other papers across the state as 

well.79 “Citizenship was defined within the framework of American democracy, or 

Americanism, and was bound up with duties called forth by the war.”80 The article 

affirmed that males between 21 and 30 were required to sign up for the draft by June 5.  

“Any person who shall wilfully (sic) fail or refuse to present himself for 
registration shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and shall upon conviction in 
the District Court of the United States be punished by imprisonment for 
not more than one year and shall thereupon be duly registered.”   
 

Men were to go to their usual voting precincts and be prepared to give their full name, 

address, date of birth, citizenship status, occupation, employer and marital status.  The 

instructions clearly stated:  

“You are not a citizen if you have only declared intentions to become a 
citizen, you are only a declarant (sic).  You are also a naturalized citizen 
if, altho, foreign born, your father or surviving parent became fully 
naturalized while you were under 21 years of age and if you came to the 
United States under 21 years of age.  You are a declarant (sic) if, altho a 
citizen or subject of some foreign country, you have declared an oath 
before Naturalization Court your intention to become, a citizen of the 
United States.  Receipt from the Clerk of the Court of a certified copy of 
such declaration is often called ‘Taking out first Papers’.  You are not a 
declarant if your first paper was taken out before September 26, 1906 and 
is more than seven years old.”   
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The article also discussed exceptions to the draft, which included being a caretaker.  

To such immunities, the author warned: “Unless the person you have in mind is solely 

dependent on you, do not hide behind petticoats or children.”   

Petticoats and children were not deterrents, as more then 400,000 Texans signed up 

for the draft on Registration Day, June 5, 1917, many of them with Swedish ancestry.81  

“The Constitution as interpreted by the Supreme Court, indeed our general knowledge of 

government, would teach us that while we owe service, military and civil, to the 

government, the government owes us a primary consideration, protection,” said William 

Howard Taft is 1918. The former president was then a member of the National War 

Labor Board and believed that “government is nothing but a partnership in which we are 

all members, and we all agree to contribute to the objects of a partnership by service; and 

then the partnership is to help us in enabling us to enjoy are rights.”82 Because of warm 

and dry climate, Texas quickly became the location for many training camps: McArthur 

in Waco, Logan in Houston, Travis in San Antonio, and Bowie in Fort Worth.  Military 

presence quickly became a routine part of life for Texan civilians, perhaps another reason 

the Posten was willing to endorse America’s war efforts. 

The CPI organized Community Councils around the country that received literature 

and served as solid connections between rural areas and the government – both at the 

state and national levels.83 In Texas, the county judges were appointed as county 
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organizers for the Liberty Loan Associations. A Sept. 27, 1917 Texas Posten article 

explained: “The County or district Committee will distribute to the Sub-Committees 

literature, posters, etc. sent from the Federal Reserve Bank at Dallas. A most earnest 

request is made that ALL literature be distributed promptly.”84 Pamphlets received 

focused on Liberty Loans and topics such as food production and conservation, thrift, 

Red Cross work, fuel conservation, child welfare and American patriotism. “Good health 

habits were also to be emphasized,” Vaughn noted.85  

Good health habits meant food conservation, at least according to the Texas Federal 

Food Administration. The organization urged housewives to sign cards agreeing to 

conserve flour, sugar, fats and meats in hopes that such items would be instead used by 

troops abroad. From April 15 to June 15, 1918, Texas imposed a “wheat fast,” and no 

flour was shipped into the state.  “Following the lead of national food administrator 

Herbert Hoover, Texans cooperated in conservation efforts by planting war gardens and 

having wheatless Mondays, meatless Tuesdays, and porkless Thursdays and Saturdays.”86  

The Texas Posten responded favorably to these requirements, promoting the conservation 

of wheat regularly throughout its pages.  Corn consumption was encouraged in place of 

wheat consumption.  “Corn is the nation’s best food cereal, housewives are beginning to 

realize,” the paper explained.87   

“It contains all the elements needed to keep the body in a state of health … 
just as this cereal saved the first American colonists from famine on many 
occasions, just as it served as a staple food during the War of the 
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Revolution and during the Civil War, King Corn has again come to the 
front in the nation’s battle with autocracy.  Corn bread – using corn meal 
entirely – is gaining a greater popularity than ever before.  Housewives are 
coming to realize that every pound of wheat saved in America means a 
pound of wheat released for shipment to the nations with which America 
is associated in the war.”   
 

As the most agricultural state in the Union, Texas was able to lead by example when 

it came to conserving wheat; the Texas Posten clearly supported this role and did its part 

to spread the message to the Swedish-Texan population.   

Such articles were often supplemented by messages from community leaders and 

state and federal authorities.  A Feb. 28, 1918 piece was written by Tom C. Gooch, editor 

of the Dallas Times Herald:  

“If America’s cupboard becomes Mother Hubbard’s cupboard, Germany 
conquers and the world becomes a tenant farmer of the Hun and on this 
tenant farmer will be imposed such hardships as no tenant farmer 
anywhere ever suffered. To you President Wilson looks to produce as you 
have never produced before.  It is no exaggeration to say that in your hand 
lies, in large part, the destiny of America and freedom.”88  
 

Farmers were instructed this was their duty as Texans, and that they should plant the food 

necessary for their families and then send the leftovers to Europe.  Farmers should seek 

advice from authorities if they had questions or concerns, advised the article. 

In addition to forgoing wheat in their diets, C.A. Ryden, District President of the 

Epworth League encouraged Swedish-Texan members of the organization to support 

troops abroad by writing letters. “…To us Epworthians who are left at home, we have a 

duty to perform, and that duty is this: To not forget our boys, while they are in the service 
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of our country.”89 Ryden, who would have written from the Epworth headquarters in 

Chicago, concluded: “May our Epworthians be instrumental in assisting our boys to 

attain the highest honor from God and their country, thru their noble services.” Many 

Texas Posten readers were involved in the Methodist organization, and news about the 

league was often printed in the paper – perhaps another reason this group escaped the 

anti-American, Lutheran stereotype many other Swedish-Americans faced.   

Knute Nelson was another prominent American to make an appearance in the Texas 

Posten. The Norweigan-born Repubican Minnesotan senator authored an English article 

titled “The Liberty Loan, its importance and Necessity.”90 He explains what the bonds are 

and gently encourages readers to purchase them: 

“To undertake to carry on the war entirely with direct taxes would place 
too heavy a burden upon the present generation … the liberty bonds are 
the obligations of our Government, the best security in the world and 
when it is remembered that in addition to their interest, they are free from 
taxation, they are equivalent to a taxable bond drawing at least form 5 1-2 
to 6 percent interest.” 
 

Liberty bonds were also publicized in the form of advertisements. One notice read:  

“HELP YOUR COUNTRY And Make Money for Yourself.  Uncle Sam 
must have the money QUICKLY to build thousands of food and munition-
carrying (sic) ships, to raise, equip and maintain an army of One Million 
men; to give us a smashing big navy; in short, to enable our country to 
carry on its share of the great war for the FREEDOM OF THE 
WORLD.”91   
 

The bonds paid 3.5 percent interest per year and ran for 30 years. 
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Similarly, a “message to all good Americans from the United States government” on 

told Texas Posten readers buying liberty bonds was a “duty” and a “privilege.”92 Later 

that month, a note appeared credited to R.W. Wooley, Director of Publicity at the 

“Treasure Department,” specifically thanking the foreign language press for its help 

selling Liberty Loans.  “We know that America is without a single selfish purpose in this 

war,” he wrote. His thanks continued: 

“The Liberty Loan showed us that we are equally unselfish in giving the 
Government the support that is so vitally essential for the success of our 
armed forces.  The manner in which our foreign language press fought for 
the success of the Liberty Loan every step of the way was a rebuke of 
inestimable force to those who have sought to have it appear that unity of 
purpose was lacking in America’s participation in the war.  The response 
of Americans of foreign birth or descent in subscriptions to the Loan 
justified in every respect the patriotic support of their papers.  It would be 
useless to tell you that the great mass of our population of foreign origin 
never could have been reached except for the manner in which the foreign 
language press through their news editorial and advertising columns gave 
space to the Liberty Loan.  The success of the Loan is a victory for 
America and all its people – the first great blow we have struck in the war.  
Through our foreign language press, America has sent to all the peoples of 
the world a message of hope; an assurance that the greatest democracy of 
the world has thrown the weight of its power and resources into the 
struggle in their behalf.”93 
 

In an Oct. 4, 1917 article titled “A few serious, interesting and simply told facts about 

our country, the war, and the Liberty Loan,” the author wrote: “Our boys are giving their 

lives; the whole civilized world is fighting that Right and not Might shall rule, that the 

world shall be made a safe place for honest men, women, and little children to live in.”94 

Despite this plea, and the numerous other appeals in the previous months, the same article 
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stated bluntly: “The patriotic appeal of the Loan is so clear that it does not need to be 

hammered at.” 

The choice by the Texas Posten to print such articles fell into Creel’s voluntary 

censorship plan for newspapers across the United States. The CPI director felt that 

because there was no official press organization and therefore no way to enforce wartime 

ethics or to completely regulate everything. Promoting this ideal not only removed him 

from the “censor” role, but also emphasized the voluntary nature of CPI regulations by 

encouraging editors to be the ones to discipline their publications. If editors were hesitant 

about what constituted appropriate material, they could send articles to the CPI for 

approval, or otherwise take their chances with the law. 

The Espionage Act (June 15, 1917) 

The Espionage Act was among the first among such laws that foreign-language 

publications wrestled to understand. Passed on June 15, 1917, the act put limits on 

freedom of the press by prohibiting conveying information that hindered the success of 

the U.S. armed forces or encouraged the achievement of America’s enemies. Section two 

of the act stated:   

“Whoever, with intent or reason to believe that it is to be used to the injury 
of the United States or to the advantage of a foreign nation, 
communicated, delivers, or transmits, or attempts to, or aids, or induces 
another to, communicate, deliver or transmit, to any foreign government, 
or to any faction or party or military or naval force within a foreign 
country, whether recognized or unrecognized by the United States, or to 
any representative, officer, agent, employee, subject, or citizen thereof, 
either directly or indirectly and document, writing, code book, signal 
book, sketch, photograph, photographic negative, blue print, plan, map, 
model, note, instrument, appliance, or information relating to the national 
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defense, shall be punished…”95   
 

Attempts to cause disloyalty, mutiny, refusal of duty, or obstruction of enlistment were 

also deemed illegal. Such offenses were punishable by death, imprisonment, or fines of 

more than $10,000. 

 “As interpreted by the courts, the Espionage Act pressed hard against the limits of 

constitutionality set by the First Amendment.”96 The Department of Justice and the Post 

Office Department worked with the CPI to censor written material – restrictions which 

were unprecedented because prior to the June 15 legislation, the First Amendment firmly 

prohibited government interference with freedom speech and press. Yet, the Espionage 

Act was passed with intentions to “punish acts of interference with the foreign relations, 

the neutrality, and the foreign commerce of the United States; to punish espionage, and 

better to enforce the criminal laws of the United States; and for other purposes.”97 

The main goal was to comply with the wishes of the military, which were concerned 

with not publicizing troop movement, ship schedules and location and matters that should 

be kept secret for matters of safety. “Newspaper men, it must be remembered, were 

holding peace-time jobs while others sacrificed or fought,” noted Creel in How We 

Advertised America. “Should it not have been their glad duty to aid enthusiastically in the 

provision of a veil of secrecy that meant larger safety for American ships and troops and 

larger chances for American military success?”98 
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Although Creel and the CPI supported the Act, the Postmaster-General, Albert S. 

Burleson, enforced the legislation – without hesitation. He clamped down on any 

publication that criticized the American administration, and in 1920, Creel reflected:  

“As for criminal prosecutions, 1,532 persons were arrested under the 
provisions of the Espionage Act prohibiting disloyal utterance, 
propaganda, etc.; 65 persons for threats against the president; 10 persons 
for sabotage; and under the penal code, with relations to conspiracy, 908 
indictments were returned…Even this does not spell guilt in every 
instance, for there have been acquittals as well as convictions, and many 
trials are yet to be held.”99 
 

Burleson removed the second-class mailing privileges of publications that were 

radically anti-American. He felt that the postal system and low postal rates were 

privileges to be utilized by publications that supported the war effort. Newspapers that 

broke the rules and faced higher rates were often forced to close their doors because they 

could not afford to mail their publications – this was the case with many foreign-language 

newspapers. Vaughn explains Burleson got away with such notions because to many 

Americans, “it was of the highest priority that the Constitution and its system of 

government be defended even if that meant temporarily suspending many of the freedoms 

normally guaranteed to citizens.”100 

Although the CPI did not have a direct say in enforcing the act, the organization used 

the legislation to its advantage:  

“The committee emphasized publicity and released a tremendous volume 
of news. Yet the news promoted national unity, and the very process of 
selecting it involved a subtle censorship. … Through Military Intelligence, 
the Department of Justice, and the postmaster general, [Creel] could bring 
pressure on editors. The CPI also publicized the idea that free discussion 
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was not an absolute right in wartime and that the fate of First Amendment 
liberties rested with legislatures.”101 
 

The combination of events and organizations can be observed in the Texas Posten. 

The June 21 edition of the paper was the first issue to appear after the Espionage Act 

came into effect, but there was no mention of the new law. However, from this point 

forward, English language copy became more frequent in the paper, although it by no 

means dominated the publication. Most English text dealt with issues of concern to young 

people or war coverage, and often the two were combined. One June 21, the first of a 

series of articles titled “Children in War Time” appeared. The piece discussed child labor 

on British farms. The unnamed author lamented that 28,000 children in the United 

Kingdom had been “needlessly scarified” from school to work on farms, and that in the 

United States, “the employment of children of school age should be regarded as an 

exceptional measure och (sic) should be allowed only where the Authority were satisfied 

that no other labor was available.”102 Other articles in the series included one that 

addressed the need for good teachers in Texas’ “colored schools.”103 Another, by Stella 

Watson, an English teacher at Waco High School, was called “Why Send My Child to 

School” and was one of the few articles to be attributed to a specific writer.104 Many of 

the articles terminate with a paragraph that encouraged readers to contact the Children’s 

Bureau, U.S. Department of Labor in Washington, D.C. for further information – which 
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probably meant that organization had something to do with these columns appearing in 

the Texas Posten. 

As mentioned previously, Swedish-language “Krisrapporter” columns ran regularly 

on the front pages after May 5 (replacing Kriget Mot Tyskland and Kriget I Europa), and 

often short English war articles were scattered throughout the interior of the paper.  War 

news, regardless of language, was often unattributed although articles were often 

government-sponsored. 

Notices for Liberty Loans continued as before – perhaps even more fervently. On 

Sept. 13, the paper reminded readers about the importance of purchasing Liberty Loans:  

“Our country is at war! … To give to your country, while at war, your 
fullest support, to perform every duty of a patriotic and full fledged 
American citizen is of even greater necessity than in times of peace.  It 
becomes imperative and applies to everybody, farmer or financer, artisan 
or business man, rich or poor, old or young, male or female.  This is no 
time for neutrality.  You are either for your country or against your 
Government. … it will place you on the honor roll  of the 100 per cent 
American citizens.  It will stamp you as a patriot, it will class you among 
the people of thrift and it will make you a prudent investor of your 
savings.  It is a receipt for having done your duty to yourself as well as 
your country.  It is a means to enable your country to conduct this war 
victoriously and bring to a speedy termination bloodshed and destruction, 
establishing peace for evermore throughout the earth.”105 

 
Carl Rosenquist implied in his dissertation that such advertisements were 

indeed successful among Texas Posten readers. “The men who enlisted in the 

army or subscribed to Liberty Loans did so with a firm belief in the righteousness 

of America's cause.”106 Texas Swedes were sincerely patriotic. 
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Trading with the Enemy Act (October 6, 1917) 

Despite the Texas Posten’s compliance with the Espionage Act, the federal 

government wasn’t about to let any of the foreign-language press get too comfortable. 

Despite seemingly endless promotion of the war effort through food conservation and 

liberty bond announcements, the Texas Posten was forced to consider its war coverage 

again with the passage of the Trading with the Enemy Act on Oct. 6, 1917.  The act 

required the censorship of messages between the United States and other countries, which 

enabled “the government to whip into line the entire foreign-language press of the United 

States.”107  Specifically, the Act stated:  

“During the time of war, the President may, through any agency that he 
may designate, and under such rules and regulations as he may prescribe, 
by means of instructions, licenses, or otherwise (A) investigate, regulate, 
or prohibit, any transactions in foreign exchange, transfers of credit or 
payments between, by, through, or to any banking institution, and the 
importing, exporting, hoarding, melting, or earmarking of gold or silver 
coin or bullion, currency or securities, and (B) investigate, regulate, direct 
and compel, nullify, void, prevent or prohibit, any acquisition holding, 
withholding, use, transfer, withdrawal, transportation, importation or 
exportation of, or dealing in, or exercising any right, power, or privilege 
with respect to, or transactions involving, any property in which any 
foreign country or a national thereof has any interest.”108 
 

The Act gave the government the authority to regulate newspapers.  Capps explained 

in From Isolationism to Involvement: 

“This also included controls over the publishing of articles on the war in a 
foreign language unless a translation had been delivered beforehand to the 
local postmaster.  If he found the article contrary to American foreign 
policy, the paper or journal was impounded.  No direct censorship was 
applied, although the Trading with the Enemy Act practically functioned 
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as such.  Articles critical of America’s part in the war ceased almost 
completely, since no periodical dared risk its existence.”109  
 

Publications could not be mailed if they contained articles that mentioned “the 

government of the United States or of any nation engaged in the present war, its policies, 

international relations, the state or conduct of the war, or any matter relating thereto,” 

unless translations were filed.110 

Like the Espionage Act, Creel used the Trading-with-the-Enemy Act to the advantage 

of the CPI, as he was interested in the supply of information entering and exiting the U.S. 

Vaughn wrote: 

“Even if a periodical or newspaper did not fall under the act, there were 
other ways of bringing it into line. He might suggest to the Department of 
Justice that its editor be prosecuted or that the publication be barred from 
the mails. Through contact with the War Trade Board, whose 
representative was on the Censorship Board, he could even stop the 
publications’ supply of newsprint.”111 
 

The Foreign Language Newspaper Division, which was created in April 1917 but 

later combined with the CPI’s Division of Work with the Foreign Born, also made use of 

the Trading-with-the Enemy Act:  

“It watched virtually every foreign-language newspaper in the United 
States, with an eye toward violations in the special permits required by 
these publications under the Trading-with-the-Enemy Act,” Vaughn 
wrote. “It provided translating service to other CPI divisions and 
translated several committee pamphlets into foreign languages.”112 
 

If the Trading with the Enemy Act wasn’t enough, the Texas legislature followed 

Congress’ lead and passed state espionage and sedition laws that made it a crime to 
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criticize federal government or hinder the war effort.  German-language classes were 

dropped from high school course offerings, and Governor William Pettus Hobby vetoed 

appropriation for the German department at the University of Texas in 1918.  Two-

hundred-forty county councils and 15,000 community councils were formed around the 

state to promote good citizenship and patriotism: 

“Predictable but regrettable was a spirit of fear, intolerance, and enforced 
conformity…to utter criticisms of the United States government, its flag, 
its officers, soldiers’ uniforms, or to question the wisdom of the entrance 
or continuance of the United States in the war was an offense punishable 
by fine and imprisonment.”113  
 

Texas election law changed to deny ballot of unnaturalized foreigners.  All public school 

classes had to devote 10 minutes each day to teaching patriotism, and the American flag 

was displayed in every schoolyard.114 

Perhaps Texas was so zealous in its patriotic endeavors because many Texan 

politicians played a large role in the war movement in Washington.  Thomas Watt 

Gregory of Austin was the attorney general, and David F. Houston served as the secretary 

of agriculture.  Albert Sidney Burleson of Austin was postmaster general and directed 

government operation of nation’s telephone and telegraph systems.  Col. E.M. House was 

a trusted private counselor to President Wilson. Thomas Love of Dallas was assistant 

secretary of the Treasury. John Nance Garner was chairman of Ways and Means 

Committee, where measures for war financing began. These men, all supporters of the 

President, echoed his belief that “American principles need not be confined to this 
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continent but were applicable worldwide. The CPI became the champion of these 

ideas.”115 

On October 25, an article appears attributed to J.W. Hoopes, Deputy Governor of the 

Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas. He begins: “I want to have a heart to heart talk with you, 

Americans of foreign birth; you who have of your own free will chosen America as your l 

and, your home, by adoption.”116 His tone grows somewhat elitist as he continues:  

“Thank God that the majority of you are standing the acid test of 
Americanism…do you realize that our army, composed of your boys, our 
boys, must be equipped and sustained? ... If you have not yet done your 
share to keep them comfortable, to supply them with necessities, it is but 
because you have not thought of the duty. Now that you have thought, you 
will act.”  

While many editors of foreign language papers protested against the new federal 

legislation, the Texas Posten did not publicly resist any of the regulations, but rather 

seemingly happily complied with the new rules. “Full information on American life, 

opportunities, customs, and laws must reach the men and women coming here from 

foreign lands immediately upon their arrival,” Creel explained in How We Advertised 

America. He elaborated: 

“Necessarily it must be in their own language. The more they learn in this 
way of our fundamental democracy and the possibilities for them and their 
children in this country, the keener become their desire and efforts to learn 
‘America’s language.’ To withhold this information or delay it until, 
according to theoretic calculation, these immigrants have had time to 
acquire English, is deliberately to create a period of cruel bewilderment 
and false impressions for them which dampens whatever enthusiasm they 
had originally to study English.”117  
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As 1917 progressed, English-language war articles became more prevalent in the 

Texas Posten. The government notices and advertisements supplied to the Texas Posten 

by the Committee on Public Information were the staples of English text. The 

government source of a “Naturalisation” article was revealed after several paragraphs: “It 

is the confident belief of the Bureau of Naturalization that alien instruction will gradually 

transform this vast army of foreigners into an army of Americans with common ideals, 

common hopes, common sentiments and unadulterated loyalty.”118 The article 

encouraged foreign-born citizens to enroll in night classes to learn more about the U.S. 

government.  The article was placed below the English lyrics for the song “The Blue 

Bonnet of Texas.” 

Similarly, on Sept. 15, a column appeared by Mary Austin “from the Committee on 

Public Information, Washington, D.C.”  The article was titled “Young Woman and Her 

Part in War: Female Helpers Find Many Ways to Aid Government.”  Austin urged her 

Swedish-American readers to become involved in the war effort immediately. She 

explained that “men spend years in school and years more in practice, and then at their 

most useful time are cut off [by going to war].  Make it your business to capture and 

retain some of the things that men have learned.  Nobody will refuse to teach you.”119 

 After October 25, Krisrapporter stopped, although war coverage appeared 

sporadically in two languages and various forms throughout the paper. Eventually, an 

English-language column called “Condensed War News” appeared in the Dec. 13, 1917 
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issue of the paper.120  The column featured an assortment of war news and opinions from 

around the world.  Some notes had date lines but no bylines, although oftentimes the 

blurbs were attributed to wire services.  This column became a regular feature in future 

issues of the paper, sometimes appearing twice in one week.  March 7, 1918 was the first 

time CWN appeared on the front page, as well as elsewhere in the paper. To appear on 

the cover, the news had to be somewhat substantial (although often vague), for example:  

“On the eve of the anniversary of the Russian revolution Petrograd 
presents a sad sight, The fairy tale of the long-dreamed dreams, awaked by 
the overthrow of czarism, is now a nightmare of terror and starvation, 
plunder and demoralization.  The bourgeois are hard hit, Fur-coated 
women are selling newspapers at the street corners, bankers and generals 
are cleaning the strets (sic) and working as railroad station carriers.  The 
proletariat is commencing to suffer from lack of employment.  The 
situation is daily growing graver.” 
 
Other examples of Condensed War News are as follows: 

“Grave Reports from Scandinavia: A Copenhagen telegram of Nov. 27, 
sent by the Associated Press, deals with the meeting of three Scandinavian 
kings and their ministers at Christiania this week  … some rumors point to 
the possibility of Norway entering the conflict and opening its harbors for 
British and American war ships.  In this event the same rumors hold it 
quite possible that Germany will annex Denmark to offset the allied 
advantage of gaining foothold in Norway.  Probably the whole thing is 
painted in too dark colors.  Danes in high positions consider it utterly out 
of the question that Norway of her own accord would abandon neutrality, 
and prominent Norwegians declare that war sentiment in their country is 
negligible.”121 

 
“German Barbarism – Nov 30. The rape of Belgium is being repeated in 
northern Italy, according to official dispatches from Rome today. … ‘Our 
soldiers on the Piave often hear during the night the desperate screams of 
women on the opposite bank of the river,’ says a dispatch. ‘Near Zenzon, 
the enemy placed women och children in the first lines as a living shield 
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against the fire of our soldiers who were compelled to sacrifice the 
innocent victims.”122 

 
“London, Dec. 28 – A German submarine was sunk by the fire of guns of 
an American passenger steamer approaching the British coast Thursday 
according to reports of the passengers and gunners aboard.”123 

 
“Fort Worth, Tex., Jan. 17 – Jack Terenski, a Russian, who was drafted 
into the army from Arkansas, and who is now a patient at Camp Bowie 
base hospital, absolutely refuses to take a bath, and has threatened to 
appeal to the Bolshevik government.  Lieutenant Colonel Hanson, 
commander at the hospital, has ordered him bathed by force.  Terenski, 
who is protesting against service in the army on the ground that he is an 
alien, has resisted the efforts of surgeons and nurses to put him on the 
operating table for more than a week.”124 
 
“Washington, May 31 – Every horse and every mule in the American 
expeditionary forces soon will be equppe (sic) with a new type of gas 
mask which it is declared will make them impervious to gas attacks. The 
masks are coming from a specially equipped factory at the rate of 1000 a 
day, defense service announced today, and are going rapidly to France.”125 

 
“Washington June 15 – To give the allies a mastering superiority of 
numbers over the German invaders, American troops are being rushed to 
France rapidly as transport tonnage will permit. When the purpose will be 
realized can not be foretold, but more than 800,000 men have been sent 
overseas and this number will be increased to 1,000,000 early in July.”126 
 

Some CWN notes were more local and focused on Texas. For example: 

“Texas national guardsmen have reached France with the vanguard of the 
American army of victory which will move to Berlin under the command 
of the redoubtable General Pershing.  The boys of the old ‘Bluebonnet 
state’ are ‘rarin’ to go’ and are ready to show the boches (sic) just what 
real Texans can do when they get into action.  The names of the Texas 
regiments have been withheld, by order of the censor, but it is known they 
represent fighters from the Panhandle to the gulf, from Orange to El Paso.  
The training camps of Texas have sent their quotas to fill the ranks of the 
vast army which will soon see actual fighting in the front line of battle.  
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Every man from Texas has arrived safely in spite of the terrors of the sea, 
war officials declare.”127 
 

In addition to war news, the government continued its drive for financial support. 

Beginning on Dec. 3, 1917, the government issued War Saving Stamps and Thrift Cards 

for as little as 25 cents.128 An ad in the December 20 paper simply states: “Lend your 

savings to Uncle Sam. He needs them now. You’ll need them after the war.”129 Articles 

advertising the stamps frequently appeared on the editorial page of the paper. One 

lengthy concludes: “Let Uncle Sam buy a gun for a soldier on you. Buy War-Savings and 

Thrift Stamps.”130  

In early 1918 another push for liberty loans occurred. The Office of the Secretary of 

the Treasury Department released a letter to “Clubs, Societies, Organizations, Churches, 

Etc. of the United States of America.” Interestingly, the notice was addressed to 

“Gentlemen,” and stated: 

“Americans of foreign birth or extraction, individually as well as through 
their organizations lodges, churches, etc. supported the former two Liberty 
loans in a manner which was the source of deep gratification to me. I am 
certain that the Third Liberty Loan will again have their support, 
regardless of creed, sex, age, birthplace or parentage.”131 
 

Similar notices appeared in the weeks afterward. Texas Posten readers were informed 

that “to keep your money in safety deposit boxes is unpatriotic and not profitable … to 

invest your money in the Third Liberty Loan is Profitable, Secure and Patriotic. It 
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Contributes Toward VICTORY! It Will Bring PEACE!”132 Another notice appeared with 

English text on the left and Swedish text on the right, separated by an American flag. At 

the bottom of the page, text inside a box reads:  

“The United States Government though the Department of the Interior – 
Bureau of Education will cooperate with racial foreign language and other 
agencies for a better understanding of America and the promotion of better 
relations between foreign-born and native-born Americans. Write for 
suggestions.”133 
 

Liberty Loans were often marketed in attractive advertisements that were created by 

the CPI’s Division of Pictorial Publicity. “They called to our own people from every 

hoarding like great clarions, and they went through the world, captioned in every 

language, carrying a message that thrilled and inspired.”134 The group also distributed 

still photographs and stereopticon slides (more than 200,000 of them) to the press.  

Photographs appear in the Texas Posten in December 1917. Images included Italian 

soldiers in the trenches, storks nesting in a bell tower in France and military officers in 

Belgium rebuilding their country.135 All captions and headlines were in English, and none 

portrayed the evils of war. Instead they were interesting and rather warm hearted; one 

photograph of a giant blimp is titled “Learning how to handle the Sausage Balloon,” and 

another shows smiling French troops opening holiday mail in the trenches.136 Both photos 

have small text in one corner that reads “Photo from Western Newspaper Union.” Not all 

images are given credit, however. Wherever the images come from, clearly only the 

uplifting and patriotic photos made their way into the Texas Posten. The dreary realities 
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of war were left of the pages entirely. America is shown to be strong, and its soldiers and 

allies are brave and courageous. One photo – featuring a dashing Italian soldier posing 

like a model – had a lengthy caption describing how the young man killed a German 

general. Again, the reader has no hint where this information or photo came from, except 

that it is “a tale of daring that is rarely equaled.” 

On April 4, 1918, “two of the first pictures received in the United States showing our 

boys at the actual fighting front holding a portion of the Lorraine sector against the 

Teuton horde” are printed.137 The photo is of well-groomed soldiers holding guns as in 

the trenches. Again, these images made war look like a simple, clean, uncomplicated task 

orchestrated by handsome men in uniform. 

Patriotism Continues (1918) 

If the Texas Posten seemed happily American in the early days of the First World 

War, 1918 saw full-blown patriotism. “Face the Facts” appeared on January 24.138 “Let 

us face the facts,” wrote the unnamed author. The article continued: 

“The war situation is critical. Unless the Allies fight as they never yet have 
fought, defeat threatens. Hungry men cannot fight at their best; nor hungry 
nations. France, England and Italy are going hungry unless we feed them. 
Wheat Savings – They must have wheat. It is the best food to fight on. It is 
the easiest to sip. We alone can spare it to them. By saving just a little – 
less than a quarter of what we ate last year – we can support those who are 
fighting our battles. And we can do it without stinting ourselves. We have 
only to substitute another food just as good.”  
 
In the same article, Texans were again encouraged by the Department of 

Agriculture to save wheat by consuming corn: 
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“It’s the true American food. The Indians, hardiest of races, lived on it. 
Our forefathers adopted the diet and conquered a continent. For a great 
section of our country it has long been the staff of life. How well the South 
fought on it, history tells. Not it can help America win a world war.”139 
 
Still not convinced? A third article read: “Corn will win Democracy’s War: 

America’s Greatest Cereal Crop Is Now Moving to Market.”140 Although the article was 

without a byline, the U.S. Food Administration was cited heavily throughout, which 

likely meant the text was delivered to the Texas Posten by the CPI.  

On January 31, the CPI was given credit for a large ad that read: “Save: 1. Wheat 

– use more corn. 2. Meat – use more fish & beans. 3. Fats – use just enough. 4. Sugar – 

use syrup. And serve the cause of freedom.”141 A visually similar ad on April 18 

announced: “Victory is a question of Stamina. Send – the Wheat, Meat, Fats, Sugar, the 

fuel for Fighters.”142 

The man behind the messages was U.S. Food Administrator Herbert Hoover, who 

wrote a “Message to Texans” to remind readers in the agricultural Lone Star State that: 

“With the decrease in labor, due to the draft for industrial and war 
purposes, the farmer is greatly handicapped, yet a little extra effort and a 
little extra endeavor on the part of each and every one of us is a service 
and a sacrifice no less than we are asking from our boys in the 
trenches.”143 
 
Women, of course, were the family members in charge of purchasing the 

“correct” food items, and so many advertisements targeted them. On April 11, 1918 an 

article was addressed specifically to women for the first time. “Women Ask For 
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Rationing Plan: American Women Volunteer to Buy Fixed Amounts of Meat, Bread 

Flour, Sugar and Butter” was sent from the U.S.F.A. and described how the women of 

America “who are anxious to do their great part in winning the war” participated in two 

wheatless days, one meatless day a week and one wheatless meal every day.144 Such a 

notice was likely the result of the Women’s Committee Council of National Defense, 

which later became the Division of Women’s War-Work through the CPI. In nine 

months, the group distributed 2,305 stories to 19,471 newspapers and women’s 

publications. “CPI posters most frequently pictured women in traditional roles or ad 

idealized symbols depicting democratic virtue or the victims of German brutality.”145 

Women in the Texas Posten were never portrayed as under the German thumb, 

but their homemaker roles – and possible variations of those roles – were certainly played 

upon. On April 25, Mrs. Max West appeared again and wrote to “women who are shut 

out of many of the more dramatic forms of war service because their domestic duties are 

exacting.”146 She encouraged them to become involved in Children’s Year, the 

government campaign through the U.S. Department of Labor. The government, 

apparently, felt that the physical defects for which many men were rejected from military 

service “might have been prevented or cured in infancy and early childhood if the parents 

had understood how it could be done.” The goal of the program was to inform mothers of 

their patriotic duty to “make the children grow up strong in mind and body, able to ‘carry 

on.’” Later in the same issue, there was a photograph of a woman in a military uniform 
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captioned: “This costume of especially designed blouse, overalls and cap, has been 

adopted by the United States government for use of women workers in government 

munitions plants… experience has shown the advantage of its safety features.”147 Mrs. 

West made appearances in several more issues; on May 16 she informed readers: 

“The Children’s Bureau, U.S. Department of Labor, Washington, D.C., 
will soon publish a simple bulletin on the care of the child of the preschool 
age, which any mother may have, without charge, by addressing the 
Bureau. One practical point for mothers to remember is that milk is 
essential in the diet of young children and that for them is not other food 
of equal digestibility and availability that will take its place.”148 
 

 In an August 15, 1918 CPI sponsored article, Mary Austin addressed young 

women and their part in the war. She offers multiple ways teenage girls can be involved, 

such as:  

“In your father’s store, very likely, there is a man who could make a 
bookkeeper out of you in three months, and have the thrill of patriotic 
service at the same time. If there is a Carnegie library in your town, there 
is somebody there who can teach you card cataloguing and filing.”149 
 

 Women were also involved in children’s understanding of war, which included 

ensuring that young immigrant children were taught love and respect for America. The 

National School Service, which published bi-monthly newsletters to make students 

“messengers for Uncle Sam,” promoted community responsibility as a large component 

of citizenship.150 If an immigrant was submerged in a community he or she had to define 

freedom in terms of social and political responsibilities. 
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English articles specifically “for the young people” began to appear in the Texas 

Posten in January 1918. The first article began: 

“Texas has a wonderful history – unlike any other state. To study and read 
it, is to admire it. That the Swedish pioneers took such an early and active 
part in developing this grand state is no less interesting. The two great 
prominent men, S.M. Swenson and Sir Swente Palm, will ever be 
remembered by Swedish and American descendants in Austin. The 
reasons why need not here be enumerated. It is a fact which exists. Of this 
we are proud.”151  
 

The article went on to discuss Swenson’s relationship with General Sam Houston and his 

eloquent writing style. Then, on February 7, an official “Young Peoples Page” appeared. 

In the first months of its existence, the page was exactly as one might expect – one page 

featuring a story that appealed to school-age children. The first article printed was one in 

a series that would be published weekly. “The Girl Who Was a Soldier Boy” by Hazel 

Carter was about a young woman dressed in a man’s uniform who accompanied her 

husband to France with the Pershing expedition; she was returned home after being 

discovered. An ad for the feature read: “It is a story of romance, dramatic in its qualities, 

full of the solider color and still is of real news value, since Mrs. Carter is the first to 

relate the details of that voyage and safe arrival first hand – one that made history.”152 

The story was copyrighted 1917 by the Bell Syndicate, an organization that collected and 

distributed news. The Texas Posten’s first attempt at a story for young people likely 

appealed to young boys and girls, as well as their parents and relatives.  

By March 14 Carter’s story had ended, and “My Fourteen Months at The Front” 

by William J. Robinson was published. “An American boy’s baptism of fire,” this was 
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the graphic account of a 22-year-old Boston boy recently returned from France after 

serving with the British army, copyrighted by Little, Brown & Co.153 Because the story 

centered on a young man from the East Coast and not a Texan, the Texas Posten likely 

received this article from an outside source. Below an ad for the story, a “Patriotic Creed” 

encouraged readers to “believe in and swear allegiance to the most beauteous emblem 

that represents that great and glorius (sic) nation, and all that is good and true in the 

human family – The Star Spangled Banner. Long may it wave over our glorius (sic) land 

of Freedom.”154 

On May 23, the third story for young people began. “Over There” by Sergeant 

Alexander McClintock of Lexington, Ky. was a  

“gripping tale that every American will read for he tells the facts – 
unadorned. Wounded, a Distinguished Conduct Medal Man, he was 
invalided home, but is going ‘out there’ again to fight for Uncle Sam and 
his Allies. An inspiring, interesting, personal narrative, full of the spirit 
and atmosphere of the trenches.”155  
 
“Over There” was the last of the serial stories printed in the Texas Posten. In July, 

the Young Peoples Page was filled with several war-related articles that were more 

serious and news-like in tone. “Soldiers have own Newspaper” was one such article on 

July 25.156 This article was clearly attributed to the CPI and noted that The Stars and 

Stripes, an 8-page weekly edited by soldiers and printed in Paris was “a genuine home 

paper, with all the frankness of the West, the sincerity of the East, and the warmth of the 

South in its greeting.”  
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The CPI was increasingly visibly responsible for the majority of articles on the 

page, which makes one wonder if they were responsible for previous content as well. One 

CPI article was about the difficulties of constructing airplanes and ships during wartime 

and another complimented American troops on their low percentage of venereal disease 

in the army (3/10 of one percent, “the smallest percentage on record for any army, or any 

civil population, in the world’s history.”). This trend of multiple articles on the Young 

Peoples Page continued for six weeks and featured the work of well known Americans in 

the media. Saturday Evening Post correspondent and author Ernest Poole wrote about the 

donations of “treasured gifts” to aid the war. “If war has darkened the world with hate, it 

has also opened the windows in the minds of millions of people whose outlook was once 

narrow, but whose imaginings now go on wings out over the nations of the earth.”157 

Coincidently, Poole, who Creel described as having a “clear, democratic vision,” directed 

the Foreign Mail Press Bureau, which enlisted the services of many popular American 

writers: 

“The writers were given only one simple direction, and that was to do their 
work so that they would not be ashamed of it twenty years later. When the 
pamphlet was finished it was submitted to a general examination and then 
referred to the various divisions of government for checking…”158 
 
Peace activist Dr. David Starr Jordan also addressed the Young People: “War is 

not a function of democracy. People at large do not call for war.”159 Johns Hopkins 

president Frank J. Goodnow wrote an article on behalf of CPI about German 

                                                        
157 Ernest Poole, “Boys Who Have Received Commissions,” Texas Posten, Aug, 1 1918. 
158 Creel, How We Advertised America,104. The Foreign Mail Press Bureau was started in November 1917. 
159 David Starr Jordan, “Democracy and the Great Wars,” Texas Posten, Aug. 15, 1918. 
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submarines.160 Author Ellis Parker Butler wrote a lengthy article titled “U.S. Not Waiting 

to Be Destroyed” with the subhead “In the conflict to win – American has never resorted 

to War Except to Avenge Insults and to Protect Herself Against Marauders.”161 He said 

Americans shouldn’t believe German propaganda, which is “pure, unadulterated 

nonsense.” Edwin L. James, future-editor of the New York Times, graced the Young 

Peoples Page the following week. He wrote about a valiant American performance at 

Vaux.162 Famous names behind the war effort made readers feel like supporting America 

was the correct and patriotic thing to do. 

In February 1918, the Texas Posten printed what might be considered an editorial 

page – in a mix of Swedish and English. The headline was “Fran Allmänheten” (From the 

Public), and a letter on February 7 from Pastor C.E. Simpson discussed charity work in 

India.163 On February 21 “Win the War and Learn to Save” offered advice on how to 

conserve, such as “bread and meat scraps, fruit and vegetable peelings, etc., should be fed 

to pigs and poultry instead of to dogs.”164 That same issue there was a short blurb from 

none other than Woodrow Wilson himself. The headline is “Official Recognition,” and 

the note below said that the president looked forward to learning more about The 

National Lutheran Commission for Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Welfare.165 Interestingly, the 

entire notice was in Swedish despite Wilsons inability to speak the language. On April 4 

there was a note that said the Austin Statesman “invited all the School children to write 

                                                        
160 Frank J. Goodnow, “Significance of Hun’s Submarine,” Texas Posten, Aug. 29, 1918. Appendix, 113. 
161 Ellis Parker Butler, “U.S. Not Waiting to Be Destroyed,” Texas Posten, Sept. 12, 1918. 
162 Edwin L. James, “Thorough American Work at Vaux,” Texas Posten, Sept. 19, 1918. 
163 C.E. Simpson, “Fran Allmänheten,” Texas Posten, Feb. 7, 1918. Appendix, 116. 
164 Texas Posten, “To Win the War and Learn to Save,” Feb. 21, 1918. 
165 Woodrow Wilson, “Official Recognition,” Texas Posten, Feb. 21, 1918. 
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something about the Third Liberty Loan, offering a prize for the best essay.”166 Two of 

the published answers were from Swedish-American girls, and their statements were 

reprinted in the Texas Posten. One of the girls, Mildred Bloomquist from Baker School, 

wrote: “This war means that the Germans are afraid of the Americans, and if Travis 

County citizens will buy bonds it will help feed the soldiers. They will fight harder then, 

and it will make the Germans more afraid.” 

Fran Allmänheten included notices from other newspapers as well. On April 11, 1918 

an editorial was printed from the March 18 San Antonio Express regarding the hard work 

of the Forty-Second Division of the U.S. Army – more commonly known as the 

“Rainbow Division” because it was made up of troops from all around the country.167 In 

that same issue, a war poem by a Mrs. Omar Andreasen of Rockford, Ill. was printed.168 

Her husband was a member of the 31st Infantry. “And you boys, who have left your loved 

ones. Remember your prayers will be heard On the battle field, or in the trenches Where 

the roaring cannons you hear.” 

The government was responsible for practical news as well. On Oct. 17, Uncle Sam 

offered advice on the flu via the U.S. Public Health Service’s Official Health Bulletin on 

Influenza.169 Symptoms and information are presented, such as how the disease is spread 

and what victims should do (or not do). Although this wasn’t specifically war news, 

having healthy men at home ultimately had an impact on the number and condition of 

troops abroad. 

                                                        
166 Texas Posten, “The Third Liberty Loan,” April 4, 1918. Appendix, 108. 
167 Texas Posten, “An Exaltation,” April 11, 1918. 
168 Mrs. Omar Andreasen, “War Poem,” Texas Posten. April 11, 1918. 
169 Texas Posten, “Uncle Sam’s Advice on Flu,” Oct. 17, 1918. Appendix, 113. 
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A practical article meant for adult readers was printed on March 21, 1918. “April 1 

Last Day for Federal Returns: Penalties for Income Dodgers Are Severe – Get Your 

Return in if You Are Liable” encouraged Texans to file their taxes.170 A second article 

that boiled down the requirements “for Busy Folks,” explained that, among other things, 

“if you were single and your net income for 1917 was $1,000 or more you must file a 

return.” More taxes meant more money for military expenditures. 

Edwin Björkman and the Scandinavian Bureau (Jan. 15, 1918 to April 1, 1919)  

Manipulating the American press was no small job, and in January 1918 Creel 

hired Edwin Björkman to start and direct the Scandinavian Bureau – an extension of the 

CPI that would continue the work of the committee with a focus on Scandinavian people 

at home and abroad. Björkman, a Swedish-American, had served as a representative of 

the British Department of Information in Sweden from 1915 to 1917 and easily 

transitioned into the American version of the organization.171 He was described in a letter 

from a Mr. J.P. Collend as having a “loyal American soul,” and his responsibilities to the 

American government were two-fold: He was to foster a good image of America among 

Scandinavian countries – which included Sweden, Norway, Finland, Denmark and 

Holland – and also instill patriotism at home among Scandinavian-Americans.172 

Björkman obtained this position after several letters, meetings and negotiations with 

President Wilson and George Creel; on Jan. 3, 1918 he wrote to Creel:  

“If I undertake this work, it will take all my time, attention and energy. To 
earn anything on the side will be out of the question. For this reason I am 

                                                        
170 Texas Posten, “April 1 Last Day for Federal Returns,” March 21, 1918. Appendix, 114. 
171 Appendix, 117. 
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going to ask frankly whether possibly you can see your way to placing my 
salary at $3,600 instead of $3,000 a year. The larger sum will enable me to 
approach my work with an undivided and untroubled mind, I think.” 
 
Björkman was awarded his $3,600, and stationed briefly in Washington and 

Chicago before settling into a permanent office in New York City. Björkman put much 

effort into his new assignment and was quick to receive praise from his boss. “I have a 

very deep appreciation of the sacrifice that you are making in behalf of the National 

Service,” wrote Creel to Björkman on Jan. 16, 1918, the day after Björkman was placed 

on payroll. The CPI chairman said: 

“I would not have insisted upon it had I not deemed you possessed of 
certain abilities and knowledge that are absolutely necessary to us at this 
time … I feel that I have given you a very complete understanding of our 
desires in the matter of rallying the Swedish people in the United States to 
the cause in which we all believe, and you are to use this letter as your 
authority in approach to any group or individual.”  
 
Björkman then explained his understanding of his position in a letter to a Mr. 

Gomme in England on Feb. 6, 1918:  

“Our government has asked for my services. I now represent the 
Committee on Public Information, which corresponds to your Department 
of Information. What it practically amounts to is that the task of bringing 
our Swedish-American population in line for the national war policies has 
been put in my hands. And I understand that I shall also have something to 
say about what is being done to make our side properly understood in 
Sweden.”  
 
That Björkman was properly understood was important because as Creel 

explained: “From the very beginning of the World War, Sweden was a paradise for the 

German propagandists, many natural causes creating a very intense sympathy for the 
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Kaiser’s cause both among the people generally and in the government itself.”173 

Forming a positive image of America in the minds of Scandinavians involved sending 

each Nordic country weekly bulletins in their own language. Country-specific bulletins 

were released when necessary. The Bureau’s annual report gave the example of a special 

notice sent to Denmark after the Slesvig question, which concerned the Danish-German 

border. Björkman explained his work abroad to a Swedish friend, Hjalmar, on Feb. 6, 

1918:  

“The likelihood is that you will obtain a good supply of American news 
within a short time, on conditions that should be very satisfactory to 
you…By and by we shall probably have a permanent representative over 
there, and when we get that far it will probably be possible to get a stream 
of reliable Swedish news sent this way.” 
 
Eventually, that representative was Mr. Eric Palmer, who was stationed in 

Stockholm. Palmer received news releases from various government agencies and the 

U.S. Bulletin.174 Björkman sent him detailed instructions, which largely involved 

presenting updates on U.S. activity at home and abroad. In an eight-page letter, Björkman 

wrote to Palmer on June 15, 1918:  

“State quietly that your quest for information has nothing to do with 
spying of any kind, and that your distribution of information has as a little 
to do with what is generally termed propaganda. It has been found that, to 
a large extent, the war may be traced to the mutual ignorance that lies like 
an unbridgeable chasm between nation and nation. To do its share toward 
the bridging of this chasm is a part of the task assigned to the Committee 
on Public Information, and it is in the fulfillment of that task you have 
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been dispatched to Sweden. It means that if your work be successful, it 
will lead to a better understanding of Sweden in America and of America 
in Sweden… 

“The information you bring to Sweden will be of the same kind – 
straight news, in a word, tending merely to bring before the Swedish 
people a correct image of what this country is saying and doing, wishing 
and willing… This stuff is, of course, primarily designed for use in the 
Swedish press. And to help our cause, it must be used on a fairly large 
scale. As conditions are over there, you can accomplish next to nothing by 
handing out an article here and another there; or by handing them out 
untranslated; or by trying to get them published as a favor. All the material 
must be fully prepared in advance – that is, translated as well as properly 
selected. It must be distributed systematically and scientifically, with only 
one thing in mind all the time: that it will be printed only where it is 
actually wanted…  

“You are the man who should be able to tell where there is a 
chance of placing each particular item – whether it has to be reserved for a 
single publication or can be distributed broadcast; whether it is likely to 
appeal to Socialists or Conservatives, to shoemakers or engineers, to the 
earnest or the frivolous. 

“The editors should know in advance what you are doing and what 
you have to offer. Your material should pass into the market as if coming 
from an ordinary news agency… I suggest that you issue everything on 
paper having at its head the name of the Committee on Public 
Information…” 

 
Björkman’s advice was successful. Creel remarked after the war: “For the 

Scandinavian countries and Holland, a bureau under Edwin Björkman did such good 

work that it soon became impossible to pick up a Scandinavian publication of any kind 

without finding references to America, indicating an eager desire to understand what this 

country stood for  and what it intended to do in the future.”175 

On the home front, Swedish-American publications were treated as they were pre- 

Björkman, except now all news bulletins, informational pamphlets and patriotic 

propaganda passed directly through the Scandinavian Bureau instead of the CPI at large. 
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The Bureau collected information from news organizations in Sweden and sent out 

summaries of the information. “This service seemed to be greatly appreciated and was 

used extensively,” confirmed Björkman in the annual report.  

“Although other news, made up by the [Swedish-American] newspapers 
themselves, was often added to our material, still it resulted as a rule in our 
being able to bring to their notice many times beneficial or of interest to 
the foreign born here, which otherwise would have received little or no 
attention by many of the foreign language papers. … Besides furnishing 
news to the readers which we would be glad to have them get, -- allowing 
us, to a certain extent, to sold pubic opinion, -- I am thoroughly convinced 
that the editors of the papers themselves would appreciate the service.” 
 
The report also mentions that the Scandinavian Bureau offered Swedish works of 

literature – which were certainly utilized by the Texas Posten. Additionally, articles on 

the importance of Americanization and patriotism were written for the Bureau by 

prominent Americans of Scandinavian origin. This was seen in past issue of the Texas 

Posten with articles by the likes of Ernest Poole (mentioned previously); an example 

under the Scandinavian Bureau was a July 26 article by Minnesotan governor John Lind, 

who had already published his thoughts on the war in a number of publications, including 

the Texas Posten. In the summer of 1918 Lind wrote a passionately worded letter to 

Björkman. “We are having a housecleaning just now,” he declared, referencing the need 

to do away with unpatriotic individuals. He elaborated: 

“We are taking an inventory of our National Assets. We have a right to 
know and we propose to know now whether the aliens among us intend to 
become members of our National Household. If they do they must accept 
the same burdens and responsibilities as the other members of the family. 
If they do not they can remain as strangers and aliens and have the 
protection of our law as so long as they observe them. 

“If an alien wants the benefits of American citizenship, he must 
assume all the risks and all the burdens that follow. If he wishes to remain 
an alien and a stranger he must be satisfied with the aliens’ rights. He 
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cannot expect to sit down to a family table. If a man who has declared his 
intentions to become a citizen of the United States chooses to renounce his 
declaration let him do so; the law wisely provides that a man who does 
that can never after become a citizen. We want no ‘fair weather’ citizens.” 

 
How did the Scandinavian Bureau influence the Texas Posten? Specific examples 

are few and far between because the paper rarely offered attribution for its articles, and 

Björkman’s team even confessed that “credit has seldom been given to the Bureau.” The 

organization’s annual report mentioned it distributed casualty lists, but sifting through 

issues of the Texas Posten revealed no such compilations until very late in 1918. The 

report also mentioned special articles were prepared regarding draft questions, and such 

material was occasionally printed in the Posten. 

What is certain is that the Swedish service sent out a total of 309 releases from 

April 20, 1918 to April 23, 1919; regular weekly bulletins started May 1.176 Björkman 

had a Swedish-American newspaper man, Olof P. Zethelius, help him compose the 

bulletins. Their publication was briefly interrupted by Zethelius’s pnemonia-caused death 

on October 13 but then resumed on November 1 by Mr. H. Gude Ginndal, who had been 

on the staff of Nordstjrnan, New York’s Swedish newspaper. Bulletins were sent to the 

50 existing Swedish-language papers, which included one semi-weekly, 40 weeklies, one 

semi-monthly, and six monthlies.177 The Texas Posten, of course, was a weekly. 

The Bureau reported that when the bulletins first started, some Swedish-language 

papers resisted them:  

                                                        
176 172 articles were released from April 20, 1918 to November 6 of that year; 137 articles were released since the 
signing of the armistice, up to April 23, 1919. 
177 Bulletins were sent to Dutch, Finnish, Danish and Norwegian publications as well, but for purposes of this paper, 
those releases were not examined. 
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“In some quarters there was a slight tendency towards opposition in the 
beginning, with a feeling perhaps that ‘Americanization’ and ‘Patriotism’ 
was being forced on the papers,” stated the annual report. “Some 
censorship was exercised toward the first in recommending to a few 
papers that articles written by certain men should not be published further 
as their tone was not suitable or American. … In a short time whatever 
feeling had existed wore off, as the editors saw that the Bureau simply 
wished to be of help to them and that the work was being carried on as a 
source of information and not as a form of veiled censorship.” 
 
Near the end of its time, the Bureau concluded that of the 50 newspapers, 17 

made “extensive use” of the weekly bulletins, 13 made “medium use” and 20 made 

“small use.” Björkman wrote: “I doubt whether there is one paper which has not at some 

time or other used one or more of our articles – this includes the Socialist organs as well 

as the religious papers.” But despite being neither Socialist nor religious, the Posten was 

categorized in the annual report as having “small use” of the Bureau’s material.178 The 

report also offered some statistics, such as the paper’s establishment in 1896, its address 

at 105 E. 10th Street in Austin, and its status as an independent weekly. Interestingly, the 

report listed the readership for the Texas Posten as “farmers and cotton growers” – which 

were surely some of the readers but most certainly not all and arguably not even a 

majority of the Texas Posten readership. This one statistic implied that perhaps the 

Scandinavian Bureau did not have as good an understanding of their clients as believed; 

or, perhaps, sine the Texas Posten was relatively patriotic from the start, the Bureau was 

not inclined to look after it so closely.  

The Scandinavian Bureau worked closely with the Division of Work Among the 

Foreign-Born, which was formed in May 1918 under the supervision of Miss Josephine 
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Roche. The two organizations established direct and continuous contact with 14 “racial” 

groups. Among these groups there were 865 newspapers, 745 of which were issued 

regularly; all of them received information from the government. “Very many papers 

used all but a few releases,” wrote Creel. “It was a frequent occurrence to have foreign 

language papers come in carrying on their front page two or three columns of the 

bureaus’ material.”179 

Bulletins from the Scandinavian Bureau were first distributed on April 20, 1918, 

so the first issue of the Texas Posten that would have been affected was the April 25 

issue. This paper contains nothing different than previous issues – just the usual mix of 

the Young Peoples Page, announcements for growing local food and raising poultry, 

notices for the Liberty Loan and an assortment of photos (one of them with the caption: 

“British infantry, happy and confident, bound for the Somme front to take part in the 

greatest battle the world has seen”).180 Interestingly, a photo on May 23 of American 

troops marching through London on their way to the front was headlined and captioned 

totally in Swedish – most photographs were captioned in English prior to this.181 Was the 

Scandinavian Bureau or the Texas Posten responsible for the translation? 

On May 9, a “special editorial prepared for the Texas Food and Feed Production 

Campaign” by Henry Edwards appeared on the “Fran Allmänheten” page. The editor of 

the Troup Banner encouraged readers not to waste food: 

“Remember also that if Uncle Sam’s armies fail, it will not be due to the 
unwillingness of our soldiers to give their lives for our flag and country 
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and for the a cause of world-liberty, but it will be due to the failure of the 
men and women back home to produce adequate supplies of food and to 
provide the money with which to wage this war to a victorious end.”182  
 
In that same issue, the article “Your Hundred Million Dollars: War Fund 

Committee Tells How it Was Spent,” quoted John D. Ryan, vice chairman of the War 

Council; he explained the breakdown of the first million dollars in the American Red 

Cross Fund.183 

An increase in Red-Cross-related articles is noticeable after the advent of the 

Scandinavian Bureau. Red Cross activities were emphasized because patriotic community 

service was considered to be an important part of citizenship.  On May 16 an unnamed 

female author described a Red Cross Canteen as “the gayest, brightest little room you 

ever saw” that could feed up to 120 men at a time.184 In that same issue, journalist Opie 

Read wrote: “This is what the Red Cross says to you: ‘Give of your safe and secure 

substance and I will sooth pain. I will gather up men, heroes who have been shot tot eh 

earth, and housing them I will nurse them back to life.’”185 Dr. Esther Lovejoy, the 

second female graduate of the University of Oregon’s Medical School and member of the 

Red Cross wrote is that edition of the paper: “The children of France are crazy about 

Americans in uniform, so we guess what their parents feel for us.”186 She was also quick 

to report that French school children are taught that Lafayette was the father of America, 

not George Washington. 
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The Young Women’s Christian Association was also featured. One article 

detailed how YWCA members taught women to farm and helped Polish-American 

women feel at home.187 The organization had a front page photograph the following week 

with a headline that read: “Living Room Camp Travis Hostess House, San Antonio 

Conducted by Young Women’s Christian Association.”188 A place was described as 

somewhere “soldiers and relatives can meet in comfort and with convenience. Hostess 

houses have been established at army camps in various sections of the country, at the 

request of the War Department, and others are to be erected as soon as possible.” 

Political cartoons also graced the front pages of the paper. One, drawn by Gaar 

Williams of the CPI’s Division of Pictorial Publicity, was titled “A Box From Home” and 

showed four officers opening a box from the U.S. that contained flour, sugar and food. 

The English caption read: 

“Food savings of millions of Americans during our first year of war 
enabled this government to send enormous food shipments abroad for our 
fighting forces and the Allied nations. Our savings in cereals – out of a 
short crop – amounted to 154,900,000 bushels; all of which was shipped to 
Europe. We increased our meat and fat shipments 844,600,000 pounds. 
This was America’s ‘box from home’ to our army abroad and the civilians 
and military forces of the Allied nations.”189  
 
On September 26, an “art supplement” was attached to the front page of the 

paper.190 The painted image showed the Statue of Liberty with New York City in flames 

in the background. The text above said in Swedish “Frärde Frihetslanet (Fourth Liberty 

Loan), and the words below read: “That Liberty Shall not Perish from the Earth Buy 
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Liberty Bonds. Fourth Liberty Loan.” Interestingly, this same image – targeted to a 

different publication – was printed in Vaughn’s book – solid proof that it was indeed 

supplied by the CPI to the Texas Posten. Similarly, a front-page ad in Swedish in printed 

on Oct. 3 that encouraged readers to take the full oath of “liberalt” (liberal) subscriber – 

to beat the Kaiser and end the war.191 In her book The Reconstruction of American 

Liberalism, author Nancy Cohen argues that liberalism in 1914 included: “the evolution 

of the regulative, propaganda, and administrate powers of the wartime state … the 

ideological construction of the national interest.”192 The self-described liberal readers of 

the Texas Posten would have embraced such characteristics and followed the ad’s advice 

to save all you can, buy all the bonds you can, do it now.  

On Independence Day 1918 an article titled “The Answer of the Foreign Born” 

was printed in the Texas Posten. The Hon. Franklin K. Lane, Secretary of the Interior, 

wrote: “And we, the foreign born, are here now to do our part, our full part, in the making 

of America. All the thousands of years of upward struggle, the climb from serfdom up, 

has let to the land of equal chance.”193 

Of course, in addition to patriotic notices, war news and information was also 

delivered into the hands of the Texas Posten’s editors. “Don’t neglect to register! All men 

between 18 and 45 must report” (translated) was a leading article on the front page of the 

September 5 issue.194 The story, in Swedish, encouraged young men to stop by the 

registration office before September 12. The article provided tips, including giving a 
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complete name, not just initials, permanent address of where you live now, age, date of 

birth, race (every Swedish-American is white). Translations of English-language 

government works were often translated by members of the Scandinavian bureau, and 

“Don’t neglect to register” was likely one such document.  

 “German Drive Broken: Huns loss 100,000; Allies Gain Considerably,” was the 

headline on the front page on July 18, 1918.195 General Pershing reported that a German 

line was broken and driven away after it tried to attack Americans near Vaux. The French 

advanced 25 miles and the British also put up a good fight against the Germans. “The 

whole German drive is at a standstill.” The information was in the format of Condensed 

War News but without that headline. War news also made big headlines the following 

week: “Allies Great Victory: Germans retreating in disorder. Enormous losses for the 

Huns. Americans have taken 17,000 prisoners and 500 German guns.”196 The article 

reported that the allied attack began at dawn on July 18, and surprised Germans, who 

“offered only slight resistance in the advanced lines, many throwing up their arms and 

shouting ‘kamerad.’…showing the effect of splendid training, the American troops went 

forward swiftly and fought with fury.” 

Texas boys were among those who went forth with courage. “In Memoriam” 

appeared on the front pages in the fall of 1918. This short section clearly remembered 

some fallen soldiers; others were honored in the Texas news section. Sometimes 

headshots were included. The CPI likely supplied the dates and names of the young men 

killed. The Service Flag was also mentioned around this time. The flags contained blue 
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stars for every person from the home, store or factory in active service in the military – 

man or woman. A silver star on top meant that person has been wounded or gassed, and a 

gold star meant that person was killed. "The churches hung up American flags and 

service flags to demonstrate their patriotism,” Rosenquist wrote.197 He also noted that 

although Texas Swedes enlisted willingly in the military, patriotism might have been 

spurred by fear of being stereotyped as anti-American. “The suspicion of pro-Germanism 

directed at many foreign groups in America could be averted only by continuous flag-

waving.” 

Sometimes war updates made its way into the paper without assistance from the 

CPI. The May 2 issue contained a letter from Edar Carlson, a Texas Wesleyan College 

student stationed with the Fourth Balloon Squadron in Morrison, Va.198 This letter was 

likely not from the CPI or the Scandinavian Bureau since it was directly from a Texas 

Swede. In the note dated April 17, Carlson wrote: “I take Texas Posten and am very well 

informed about your activities down there in Texas. Was certainly glad to hear that I have 

a star in the Service Flag of the Epworth League and to know that I am still 

remembered.” He wrote that he had gained weight and developed into a “real man” as a 

result of his military duties – which was good, he says, because he had to carry a 60-

pound pack. “When fully equipped we will look like a Xmas tree, just before Xmas eve,” 

he joked. “I like army life a good deal better than I expected to. Am glad that I enlisted, 

and the army is the only place where I would be under present conditions…I feel it is my 

duty at present, and we are all hoping this war will end soon in our favor.” His patriotic 
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attitude was likely similar to his contemporaries back in Texas or also serving their 

country. 

War Ends (November 1918) 

The war ended on Nov. 11, 1918, followed by an issue of the Texas Posten on 

November 14. Texas news was displayed on the left side of the front page, and the right 

side was consumed by an article in Swedish with a headline that read: “Kriget Ar Slut” 

(War is Over).199 The sub-head informed that a half dozen kings and sovereigns 

abdicated, Hidenburg had a new government, and that the German people asked for 

bread. The first paragraph explained there was endless excitement in American and 

around the world when the Germans signed a cease-fire on Monday morning. The 

following week, the headline in the same location read “Conditions under cease-fire: 

Germany begs America for food, Italy’s enormous war exchange.”200 There was also an 

article titled: “President Wilsons Fredproklamation” (President Wilson’s Peace 

Proclamation).201  

Even after the war concluded, advertisements for Liberty Bond and War Savings 

Stamps continued. There were also articles promoting the good work of the Salvation 

Army. For example, one headline read: Many lives saved because Salvation Army 

furnished Cool Drinks to Soldiers and Crates of Oranges Broken Open and Strewn Along 

Road [by the Salvation Army] for Soldiers Marching into Battle.202 There was also a 

                                                        
199 Texas Posten, “Kriget Ar Slut,” Nov. 14, 1918. Appendix, 120. 
200 Texas Posten, “Conditions Under Cease-Fire,” Nov. 21, 1918. 
201 Texas Posten, “President Wilsons Fredproklamation,” Nov. 21, 1918. 
201 Texas Posten, “Conditions Under Cease-Fire,” Nov. 21, 1918. 
202 Texas Posten, “Cold Lemonade for the Wounded,” Nov. 21, 1918. 
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letter in Swedish from General John J. Pershing to the Hon. Carl Vrooman (Secretary of 

Agriculture) thanking him for his aid to allied troops in the field.203 Obviously, the letter 

had been translated from English to Swedish. 

 On Nov. 28, an unattributed letter in English, next to a translation of the same 

letter in Swedish, appeared in the paper. It was addressed “To Woodrow Wilson, 

President of the United States of America,” and began:  

“Victory crowns the noble effort you have made in the cause of World 
Humanity…Out of the mouths of all the Foreign Language speaking 
peoples comes the expression of thanksgiving. From their hearts the 
emotion of a gratitude that is inexpressible. In our America, with its 
multitude of people from all climes and Nations, goes forth a paen (sic) of 
praise for the uplift that you have vouchsafed to civilization. You have 
interpreted the aspirations of all the nationalities, ancient and modern, who 
have been harbored by America. You have for them and through them 
cultivated the spirit of Liberty and Freedom to the utter recesses of the 
Earth…In a thunderous shot of joy and thankfulness, the millions of 
foreign born i (sic) America, for themselves and their brethren the World 
over, greet you at this opening of the new era for World Democracy. The 
Foreign Language Press of the United States, the volunteer interpreters of 
your human philosophy to the eighteen millions of Foreign Born pays you 
homage and love. Thanksgiving Day, November 28th, 1918.”204 
 
Likewise, President Wilson praised America’s immigrants:  

“Nothing in this war has been more gratifying than the manner in which 
our foreign-born fellow-citizens, and the sons and daughters f the foreign-
born have risen to this greatest of all national emergencies. You have 
shown where you stand not only by your frequent professions of loyalty to 
he cause for which we fight, but by your eager responses to calls to 
patriotic service, including the supreme sacrifice of offering life itself fin 
battle for justice, freedom, and democracy.”205 
 

                                                        
203 John Pershing, Texas Posten, Nov. 21, 1918. 
204 Texas Posten, “To Woodrow Wilson, President of the United States of America,” Nov. 28, 1918. Appendix, __. 
205 Creel, How We Advertised America, 201. 
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 December in the Texas Posten showed President Wilson traveling to Europe and 

an assortment of jubilant pro-America articles.206 Although the war was over, Americans 

were still proud of their efforts and boated about their patriotic activity. “Sugar Showed 

Our Backbone,” read the headline on one piece about the willingness of the American 

people to give up luxuries during wartime.207 “Their war conscience was thoroughly 

awakened and that the country as a whole stood ready to follow the injunctions of the 

Government.” The author warned that if the public had “failed to observe the injunctions 

of the Food Administration this country would have been in the throes of a sugar famine 

before the end of August. “America earned the gratitude of allied nations during war by 

sharing food. America under peace may win the world’s good will by saving to share.” 

Texas, with its large agricultural community, felt it played a large role in the America’s 

successful food conservation and supplying food to troops abroad. Another article 

reported: “The marvel of our voluntary food saving, now that we are ‘getting results’ is 

that no one ever actually suffered any hardship from it; that we are all better in health and 

spirit and better satisfied with ourselves because of our friendly self-denial.”208 

Despite victory, the paper still requested continued patriotism from its readers. On 

Dec. 12, readers were informed that millions in Europe still needed supplies. “With the 

guns in Europe silenced, we have now to consider a new world food situation,” said one 

article. “Millions of people liberated from the Prussian yoke are now depending upon us 

                                                        
206 Appendix, 122. 
207 Texas Posten, “Sugar Showed Our Backbone,” Dec. 6, 1918. 
208 Texas Posten, “No One Suffered Here,” Dec. 6, 1918. 
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for the food which will keep them from starvation.”209 An appeal was made to women 

under the headline “Greatest Opportunity Women ever had,” which reinforced that 

feeding the soldiers was a great responsibility, and “by the arts of peace, the practice of 

simple, homely virtues the womanhood of a whole nation served humanity in its 

profoundest struggle for peace and freedom.”210 

A longer article reported that “America’s women joined in anthem of Service: 

Millions of Red Cross Workers Do Multitude of Little Things at Home Which Enable 

Our Boys to Do Great Things in France.”211 The uplifting, detailed article painted a 

picture of the American women working in houses, churches, schools, factories, hospitals 

and other locations to aid the war effort. A different but related article in that issue 

discussed the homeliness of Red Cross Canteens. One soldier was quoted:  

“The sight of a woman who looks like your mother — with her little cap a 
trifle askew sometimes, and maybe a lock of hair straightened out of curl, 
just like mother used to have hers come when she was hurrying too hard – 
that’s the thing that makes a fellow glad he happened to be with this 
particular bunch.”212 
 

Coffee, doughnuts and pie were also cited as some of the canteen perks. 

 The front page of the December 19 issue featured a decorated holiday tree and the 

headline “En Glad Jul” (A Merry Christmas), but the interior pages continued to reflect 

on the war.213 The Red Cross dominated two pages. Some of the articles were holiday 

related – the Red Cross placed a Christmas tree in every ward of every American hospital 

                                                        
209 Texas Posten, “Must Increase Food Exports,” Dec. 12, 1918. Appendix, 122. 
210 Texas Posten, “Greatest Opportunity Women ever had,” Dec. 12, 1918. 
211 Texas Posten, “America’s Women Joined in Anthem of Service,” Dec. 12, 1918. Appendix, 118. 
212 Texas Posten, “Comforts, Smiles and Cake Like Mother Used to Make,” Dec. 12, 1918. Appendix, 118. 
213 Texas Posten, “En Glad Jul,” Dec. 19, 1918. Appendix, 122. 
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in France – and some of them praised the organization itself.214 Frank Morrison, 

Secretary of the American Federation of Labor, wrote what an asset the organization was 

to the war.215 There was even music by Jeanne Judson called “Song of Little Things.”216 

The first verse went: “A clean, white bed in a quiet place, a cigarette and the saving grace 

of smiles that illuminate the nurse’s face – these are the joys the Red Cross brings.” 

December 26 brought a less happy story – a map titled “Hunger Draws the Map” 

was boldly printed on the front page.217 Six patterns shaded the European countries, 

representing famine conditions to serious food shortage to peoples already receiving 

American Aid. The English text below began: “A food map of Europe today shows not a 

single country in which the future does not hold threat of serious difficulties and only a 

small part which is not rapidly approaching the famine point.” Americans were 

encouraged to help lighten the black spots on the hunger map, otherwise revolt might 

ensue. The map ties into descriptions from Creel’s book: “Food conservation continued 

in the postwar period … America was obligated to save Europe, including peoples of the 

Central Powers, from famine.”218 

Winding Down (1919 to 1920) 

The first issue of the Texas Posten in 1919 featured an article on the front page to 

Posten owner Mr. O.E. Olander from his son – because all the boys in the A.E.F. were 

encouraged to write their fathers a Christmas note. The headline was in Swedish, “Fran 

En Soldatgosse I Frankrike” (From a Soldier Boy in France), and the text was dated Nov. 
                                                        
214 Texas Posten, “Red Cross Santa to Fill Soldiers’ Socks,” Dec. 19, 1918. 
215 Frank Morrison, “The Red Cross is Real Service,” Texas Posten. Dec. 19, 1918. 
216 Jeanne Judson, “Song of Little Things,” Texas Posten. Dec. 19, 1918. 
217 Texas Posten, “Hunger Draws the Map,” Dec. 26, 1918. Appendix, 122. 
218 Creel, How We Advertised America, 111. 
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24, 1918.219 The letter was in English. The son talked about his voyage to Britain and 

then to the front. “The Germans has their machine guns going but it looked like they 

couldn’t shoot very straight. I think they were too scared to shoot straight.” Another 

article in Swedish discusses the several million men who were wounded and maimed 

while fighting; 1,400,000 men died in France.220 

By February, war news was off the front page, but still in the paper. The hunger 

map appeared again, and there was a photograph of hundreds of hungry war sufferers 

making way for the arrival of a truck brining food. Western Asia is listed as “the region 

which was bled and starved by Turkish-German warfare above all other regions of the 

earth.”221 Another article cited the importance of spruce and pine timber during the war. 

March issues told that Wilson and Taft returned to Europe, and although that 

article is on the front page, there was more extensive coverage of the income tax than war 

news on the inside of the paper.222 A series of articles detailed how and when to pay 

taxes, exemptions and the penalties if people failed to do so.223 A short blurb outlined in 

stars was headlined: “Income tax is truly popular.” Author Daniel C. Roper, 

Commissioner of Internal Revenue, said: “The proceeds of the tax should be regarded as 

a national investment.”224 Again, although this was not direct war news, encouraging tax 

payers to uphold their financial duty would ultimately help America recover from the war 

and aid other countries. 
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In April and May there was some news of the Bolshevik situation in Russia. By 

August 7, the paper was nearly back to its pre-war state. The lyrics and music to “Oh 

Judgment Day!” appeared.225 By September there were only odd traces of war news – 

General Pershing coming home, Germany selling its war vehicles in Sweden. In 

December translated novels reappear – that month it was Alfred Friedman’s Dodsringen. 

The petering out of CPI material was to be expected; the organization was 

terminated in early 1919. “As far as I can judge, the likelihood is that the entire foreign 

activities of the Committee on Public Information will be ordered discontinued shortly 

afterwards,” Björkman wrote to a colleague in Copenhagen. “On the other hand, the 

machinery established for the carrying out of the activities is so wide-flung and 

complicated that it may take months to complete the closing-down process.”226  

The Treaty of Versailles was signed on June 28, 1919, and two days later, the CPI 

was eradicated. Creel reflected on his organization’s relationship with America’s 

immigrant population: 

“In the year and a half of my chairmanship of the Committee on Public 
Information, a stream of people poured through the office daily, of all 
colors, creeds, and races; and out of that nightmare of solicitation, selfish 
purposes and personal aggrandizements I can recall with gratitude that 
never once did any foreign-born American come to me for any other 
purpose than an offer of service to the United States or some plan of 
sacrifice. It was inspiring to see the passion of the immigrant people for 
freedom, their pathetic devotion to the professed ideals of America, their 
determination to be ‘real’ Americans, and to watch their devotion persist 
in spite of persecution, neglect, and misunderstanding.”227 
 

                                                        
225 Texas Posten, “Oh Judgement Day!” Aug. 7, 1919. 
226 Edwin Bjorkman to Edward V. Riis, Jan. 18, 1919. In the Edwin Bjorkman papers. 
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Björkman went on to chair the Foreign Press Service – after declining a position 

with America’s new Inter-Racial council and also becoming involved in as the Editorial 

Secretary for the League of Free Nations Association. The FPS was started for 

“the purpose of permitting an exchange of correct first-hand information 
between this and other countries. The project is caused by, and based on, 
wartime experience. Several of the men connected with it have been 
connected with the United States Committee on Public Information during 
the war and have found out the value of direct connection between us and 
others in such matters.” 
 

Conclusion 

 The years considered for this study (1912 to 1920) were less than one-tenth of the 

Texas Posten’s lifespan, but they critical to the paper’s longevity. During this time, the 

paper went from nearly two decades of comfortably routine, independent writing, editing 

and publishing, to having a majority of its content influenced by the U.S. government. In 

particular, the Committee on Public Information played a large role in the promotion of 

Liberty Bonds, War Savings Stamps and food conservation. The CPI not only advertised 

such material, but also crept subtly into the minds of Texas Posten readers as it fed the 

paper articles about items such as the good deeds of the Red Cross and heroic young 

soldiers.  

The end of the war was not kind to the CPI, which was “wiped out of existence on 

June 30, 1919, by action of Congress,” wrote Creel in How We Advertised America.228 He 

described the termination process: 

“Army trucks were borrowed, and the accumulated records of two years 
were packed and sent down to the old Fuel Administration building, where 
several small rooms were assigned to us…files and books and papers were 
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piled miscellaneously by the truck men and the one effort for weeks was 
to straighten out the tangle.”229  
 
The Texas Posten, on the other hand, lived on for 67 more years, with the 

majority of its issues now nicely preserved in libraries around the country. Rosenquist 

noted that feelings of patriotism remained strong among Texas Swedes long after the war 

ended: “There still remains a feeling of belonging to America, which was not present 

before. That is, of course, especially true of those who actively participated and whose 

close relatives or friends actively participated in the war.”230 

 

                                                        
229 Creel, How We Advertised America, 429. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSION 
 
 
 
This study examined nine years (468 issues) of the Texas Posten to determine 

how the paper responded to the First World War – particularly the propaganda movement 

and censorship regulations enacted by the federal government. The Patriotic Impact of 

World War I on the Texas Posten is the only research to examine how a Swedish-

language publication was influenced by the Committee on Public Information and 

government legislation from 1912 to 1920.  

A thorough historical analysis revealed that the paper did indeed acknowledge the 

war in Europe before, during and after American involvement. Its coverage was fairly 

matter-of-fact until the creation of the Committee on Public Information started 

infiltrating it with patriotic propaganda. 

The realization that the CPI was responsible for the pro-America slant of war 

coverage is contrary to the author’s initial hypothesis that the Texas Posten’s war 

coverage would change after the passage of the Espionage Act in June 1917. The 

Espionage Act had an effect on newspapers that were anti-American. Because the Texas 

Posten never had such an attitude, the Espionage Act was never a concern for the paper. 

The CPI, however, was a concern because the organization fed the Posten propaganda 

including advertisements and literature concerning liberty bonds, war stamps, food 

conservation, the Red Cross, and more. The barrage of material was intensified with the 

creation of the Scandinavian Bureau in January 1918; Edwin Björkman and his team of 

translators could give the paper such information in either English or Swedish.  
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One could argue that the Texas Posten was “used” by the CPI during a time of 

war. Complying with the organization was easier than not using its materials and facing 

the prospect of disapproval from the postmaster general. Perhaps the offering of 

government documents appealed to the well-intentioned editors who grasped any 

opportunity to show patriotism and compliance under the law. Printing CPI notes and 

news was also almost certainly easier for the paper’s three-man staff than reporting (or 

even rewriting) war news. The Committee gave the Texas Posten information that it 

might not otherwise have access to. Remarkably, simply by complying with the wishes of 

the CPI, the liberal Swedish-language paper survived while other foreign-language 

papers around the country stopped their presses forever.  Many less well-established 

papers could not afford to go to press during a time of war; many did not have the time, 

money, or staff to provide translation services, and most significantly, their rigid religious 

or political views did not allow them to conform to federal government legislation.  

The Texas Posten responded to propaganda legislation favorably, complied with 

requirements to publish war news as it was delivered to them and emphasized the 

importance of patriotic duty through advertisements and articles. However, war news – or 

any news, for that matter – was rarely attributed to the author, and often left the reader 

questioning sources and credibility.  Occasionally articles were attributed to specific 

organizations, but the reader has no way to determine the relationship of that person or 

organization to the Texas Posten.  The paper does not contain a staff listing (other than 

the editor and manager), so readers are unable to conclude if writers were staff members 

or contributors. One such example is the Condensed War News section of the paper, 
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which first appeared in March 1918. News from around the world appears in the columns 

of the Texas Posten, but the reader cannot determine the authors or sources. 

Likewise, photographs began creeping into the paper beginning March 28, 1918. Like 

so much of the other war-related coverage, there is no attribution for the photos.  It’s 

doubtful the paper had the money to send photographers or reporters overseas, so the 

images likely came from wire services or government associations. Images were never 

gruesome, rather quite the opposite: they showed the allied troops fairing quite well in 

Europe.  Captions were similarly favorable and always in English. 

Future Research 

Regardless of certain frustrations with the results of this study, The Impact of the 

First World War on the ‘Texas Posten’ might easily be expanded into a dissertation by 

increasing the range of services and documents utilized while researching and writing. 

A translator could be hired so that all Swedish text – not just headlines – could be 

considered. Likewise, the papers for the CPI and George Creel could be obtained in 

addition to his autobiography and memoir that were examined for this study. Also, the 

Knape family might be contacted to see if they have any personal papers that might be 

helpful. 

The author might consider comparing the Texas Posten to other Swedish and/or 

Austin-area newspapers to see how war content compares. If articles could be found in 

other papers, their CPI origins might be confirmed.  

Content analysis of the Texas Posten is still in early stages. Sally Miller notes in 

the introduction of The Ethnic Press that such a task “must be diligently pursued in order 
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to understand the histories of various groups as they are revealed in such documentation.  

Through the press, scholars can trace historical and sociological developments, examine 

social structure, and analyze groups’ mores as they are distinguished from those of 

mainstream society.”231 For the Texas Posten to be correctly examined it must be 

completely translated and analyzed by a native-Swedish-speaking researcher. Only then 

will we be able to thoroughly understand the reaction of the paper to the national 

environment – both during the First World War and throughout the rest of its existence. 

Until then, perhaps Ernest Severin’s depiction of Texas Swedes in the military 

provides the best context for what might be described in Swedish in the Texas Posten: 

 “The Swedish people in Texas have in all ways been loyal to their 
new country in this war and obeyed all orders and requests which the 
government has made. This has also been the case when it comes to 
fighting for their country…Some will forever carry the scars from wounds 
during the days of war. All, whether they took part in a battle or not, can 
remember with pride for the rest of their lives the time when they wore the 
country’s uniform and picked up their weapon to save the world from 
tyranny and military domination. 

“The returning victors will be greeted by jubilant masses 
welcomed and honored by the entire nation for the sacrifices they have 
made, the victories they have won, for the high ideals they have fought for 
and the lives they have sacrificed for the happy conclusion of the world 
war. In the coming days, many of the emigrants’ sons and descendents 
will travel over the same deep ocean and towards the same destination as 
their forefathers’ years ago. But what a difference! The returning soldiers 
are not coming to an unknown land where few or no friends are meeting 
them. No! They are returning as victors, as the liberators of mankind, as 
messengers of peace.  They are coming as American citizens with the right 
to claim ‘The Stars and Stripes’ as their flag and as their homeland, ‘The 
United States of America.’”232 

 
 

                                                        
231 Sally Miller, The Ethnic Press in the United States: A Historical Analysis and Handbook (New York: Greenwood 
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APPENDIX 

  

 

 

 The images on pages 95 to 122 were intended to help the reader better 

understand the Texas Posten and its war-time content. Many of the photographs are 

from books that were used in the literature review, and many Texas Posten “clippings” 

are mentioned in the findings chapter. Please note that the appendix was meant to 

provide only a sampling of articles consulted. 
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A & B: Ljungmark, Swedish Exodus, 89 

C: Scott, The Swedish Texans, 6. 

D: Tommy Hellström, Pionjärerna Från Värmland: De Okända Svenskarna På Texas 

Prärie (Karlstad: T. Hellström, 1996), 33. 

A. B. 

C. 

D. 

Maps & Graphs 
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A. Sven Swenson, one of the first Swedish 

immigrants to Texas. Scott, The Swedish 

Texans, 54. 

B. Texas Posten manager O.E. Olander. 

Scott, The Swedish Texans, 237. 

C. Texas Posten editor Ernest Severin. 

Scott, The Swedish Texans, 213. 

A. 

C. 

B. 

Important Men 
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Ernest Severin, Otto Anderson and 

J.M. Ojerholm inside the Texas 

Posten office, 1912. 

 

Scott, The Swedish Texans, 201, 198. 

Outside the Texas Posten, circa 1910 
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January 4, 1912 

Mastheads 

January  1, 1914 April 2, 1914 

March 24, 1916 November 14, 1918 January 2, 1919 
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April 3, 1913 

Advertisements 

July 3, 1913 June 1, 1912 

September 5, 1912 

January 1, 1914 January 2, 1919 
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May 2, 1912 

Texas News 

April 4, 1912 

July 3, 1913 

August 6, 1914 

September 20, 1917 

June 7, 1917 

Swedish News 
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Other front-page news 

January 29, 1914 

August 7, 1913 
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February 18, 1912 

June 5, 1913 

February 5, 1914 

March 5, 1914 

Inside the paper 
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July 2, 1914 

War in Europe 

August 27, 1914 

December 9, 1915 

January 7, 1915 

May 13, 1915 
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November 9, 1916 

March 30, 1916 

April 5, 1917 

April 19, 1917 

War in Europe 
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The Committee on Public Information 

CPI Chairman George Creel.  

 

Vaughn, Holding Fast the Inner 

Lines, 223, 2. 
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January 24, 1918 

War Patriotism & Propaganda 

September 20, 1917 

June 7, 1917 

June 28, 1917 
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October 4, 1917 

October 11, 1917 

September 13, 1917 

October 25, 1917 

January 24, 1918 
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April 18, 1918 

April 11, 1918 

April 11, 1918 

January 17, 1918 
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December 13, 1917 

Condensed War News 

January 10, 918 

January 24, 1918 

June 6, 1918 June 20, 1918 
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December 20, 1917 

Photographs 

January 3, 1918 

April 4, 1918 
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April 11, 1918 

Women 

April 25, 1918 

August 15, 1918 
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April 4, 1918 

Young Peoples Page 

June 6, 1918 

January 17, 1918 
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August 15, 

1918 

Aug. 29, 

1918 

August 29, 

1918 

October 17, 

1918 

Young Peoples Page 
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August 29, 1918 

March 21 1918 

May 9, 1918 
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August 15, 1918 

September 19, 1918 
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Fran Allmanheten 

February 21, 1918 
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Edwin Björkman & the 

Scandinavian Bureau 

Right: Scandinavian Bureau chairman 

Edwin Björkman 

 

Creel, How We Advertised America, 185. 

Below: Mention of the Texas Posten in the Scandi-

navian Bureau’s Annual Report (Björkman papers). 

Above: Excerpt form a speech by Björkman on April 18, 1918 in Worcester, Mass. — a 

good example of how he rallied Swedish-Americans to support the Allied cause. 

(Björkman papers). 
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May 16, 1918 

May 16, 1918 

December 12, 1918 
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July 25 1918 

September 26, 1918 

July 4, 1918 
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War Ends 
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November 14 1918 
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December 12, 1918 

Post-war 
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RESEARCH RHYMES 
 
 
 
The following poem was written by Whitney Spivey and read to her committee during her 
thesis defense on April 29, 2010: 
 
Twas the day of my thesis defense, and I was shaking with fear 

In the final hours of my grad school career 

This semester has really flow by, 

And months of research have been hard on my eyes. 

 

The microfilm machine and I became friends 

And I hunkered down for hours on end 

In the windowless basement of the Journalism School 

With a pen and a notebook and coffee for fuel. 

 

My vision got blurry and my head really ached 

But I persevered, graduation at stake. 

Issue after issue of the Texas Posten I read, 

Trying to make sense of what was said 

During a time of neutrality and a time of war 

Were content and language different than before? 

 

Did government legislation influence the Texas Posten? 

Did the Committee on Public Information affect it the most? 

What role did the CPI’s Scandinavian Bureau play 

In the paper’s publication, day to day? 

 

I needed documents from UNC Chapel Hill 

But grad students can’t afford big travel bills 

So through their library I found a young man 

And asked him to take photos as fast as he can. 
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Four CDs I soon received in the post 

Of Edwin Björkman’s correspondence and prose. 

He was the head of the Scandinavian Bureau 

And worked with the CPI to do a job thorough. 

 

The Texas Posten was sent propaganda galore 

For liberty bonds, war stamps, food conservation and more. 

Children were targeted on a Young Peoples Page 

With heroic war stories about coming of age. 

 

Women were told to help the war effort: 

Red Cross volunteering – surely a pleasure. 

Photos were printed of allied success 

The USA was clearly the best. 

 

Author bylines were exceptionally rare 

But government notices were printed with care. 

I can’t say exactly how they got in the paper 

Future research will have to be done on that later 

 

But in short, the paper complied with the CPI 

And its patriotism was no lie 

Texas-Swedes were happily American 

As shown by their paper again and again. 

 

So, dear committee, what do you think? 

Is the intro too short? Does the conclusion stink? 

Tell me your thoughts, bestow your advice. 

I’m open to suggestions, but please be nice. 
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